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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nature and Scope of the Problem 
Statement of the Problem.-- It is the purpose of this study to make a 
su~6,f, critical analysis, and a comparison of current clarinet methods 
I 
us~d in public school teaching and to list as many of the good points as 
possible from each method analyzed. Further, this stuey will emboey a bib-
liP,graphical reference list of recommended clarinet methods. A general 
I 
di~oussion. of the basic essentials of clarinet plEcy'ing will also be includec 
in Chapter II. These basic essentials are the fundamental aims of clarinet 
in~truction, to which all clarinet methods are an important adjunct. 
Justification.--Such~a stuey is especially important if we are to keep 
pace with the ever increasing demand for newer and improved methods of clarll 
, ne~ instruction. This survey will, it is hoped, reveal many effective prac 
! 
tipes and provide adequate data essential for an evaluation and analysis of 
I 
I 
cuf!:'rent clarinet methods used in public school teaching. It is assumed tla 
maf;r schools are stilL .using methods which are obsolete and inadequate for 
mc~ern teaching. Thus, pupils stueying clarinet are deprived of the proper 
I 
me ens of instruction to which they are rightfully entitled, and which it is 
tl~ duty and obligation of each school to provide. 
It is hoped, also, that this stuey will show ways to achieve better in 
1 
s ~ction not on1y through sffectivs method factors, but also thrao.gh the 1 
o good nru.sic material in applying these factors. One of the most vital ell 
m (nts in maintaining student interest in nnsic is the provision of musicall~ 
s gnificant material. There are two things:musical satisfaction and a sensl 
I 
j_ 
I 
. 
\ 
H -
Jil 
of ~creasing progress in skill, which vitally concern the young musician. I y . 
As ;Normann states it: 
First, he ,.,ants to play genuine music; second, he desires that 
! his progress be l).Oticeably forw·ard--he must feel that he is 
definitely accomplishing something each week. In order for 
the young musician to do this he must be taught from a method 
i so w·ell planned that it will carry forw·ard his interest and 
' at the same time provide the opportunity for some degree of 
teclmical connnand. 
Other reasons in justification of this study are the follmving:-
(1) Because- of the constant and rapid increase in the number. of good 
and mediocre methods publish~d, there is a need for a compilation 
of the qualitie~ of each for ready assistance in the study of 
teaching material. 
(2) It would ee similarly helpful to have a classification of methods 
graded according to the level of pupil advancement for which they 
are appropriate. 
(3) A survey type evaluation study of published school clarinet methods 
has never begore, so far as we can determine~ been available in 
this form. 
Scope: 
I 
I. Geographical.--The public school field in the entire continental 
\ 
· Uni~ed States is used as a b~se, to be sampled in.the manner described'later, I 
r I 
:forithis study. 
i 1 • 
6 i -Y. Theodore F. Normann, Instrumental :Husic in the Public Schools, 
,., Oliver Ditson Co., Phil., 1941, P. 158. 
1 
I 
2 
-. 
-
~~ 
i II Skill or Advancement Levels.--The stu.dy is intended to cover clar~ '-!j • 
I ne~j methods designed or appropriate for (a.) classes from beginning through 
ad~/snced stages and.(b) private instruction •. It, therefore, includes a 
wide range of skill levels. 
LIII. ·Ty-pes of Class Organizations.--lfethods written fer clarinet in-st tion in both homogeneous a.nd heterogeneous cla~ses are to be 
DEFINITIONS~ .ASSUMPTIONS, .AND CLASSIFICATIONS USED 
i 
nef>i:ni tions:-
Method. --In the teaching of music, the term 11method11 has two meanings 
I mo~t commonly encounteredo First, it signifies a system of instruction, 
! 
presumably showing evidence of design toward definite «~~nels or objectives. 
I 
I:f t learning is to be efficient and if progress is to be made the lesr ning 
! I 
e~~uation must be governed by a purpose, an aim, a goal. In each system of 
ir l"tructi~n there should be a plan f0r supen-ised study, directed 1 earning, 
S1. pervision of activities, and assimilation. There should e..lso be ne::x:i-
b~ lity for wide ranges of abilities. 
The second use of the term is that which refers to a particular set of 
mt'sic materials designed to be used in teaching. There is usually a close 
alsociation or even an overlapping between these us~es. A "method" in the 
f~st sense should underly the writing of a book or set of materials which 
·. 1 · offered. 
i 
s~t forth. 
In the latter sense ~t is a 11 method" in which such ~ system is 
In this study we are evalus.ting 11 methods 11 in the sense of books or ma-
! 
terials for instructiono We are presuming, nevertheless~ that a system, or 
! . 
11 ~Dethod11 ha.e been the basis for t~ develepment and publication of each,. 
3 
I 
J 
ll· 
. Heterogeneous.-- Unlike in character or q_uanti ty, structure or 
composition; consisting o£ dissimilar elements or ingredients 
of different kinds; not homogeneous.±} 
In this study the term heterogeneous will apply to classes in wbich un 
Bl:e instruments are combined. String instruments, however, are not includJ 
I . 
. in ~his particular grouping of class instruments as set :forth in Plan I, 
ThE 1 Wholesale Method. 
! 
Homogeneous.-- Similar in material form, and arrangement:said of 
parts making a whoLe.,?) · 
The term homogeneous will apply to classes in which all the instrument 
ar · the same. (e.g. ,all clarinets.) 
Assumptions.-· It is assumed at the outset of this stuey: 
I (1 : That all clarinet methods bave their good and their poor features gen-
: erally, and also features which will be desirable or not, depending 
' upon the use to wbich they are put .. 
I (2 ; That all methods, therefore, are not adapted to every situation and 
need to be thoroUghly examined in relation to their use with a par-
ticu.lar individual or group si tuatio:P.o' 
(3 · That teachers vary in their points of view on which method is appli-
cable to a certain situation, thus, it requires the judgments of many 
to find out which method or methods are considered best in various 
situations. 
I y A Standard Dictionaz:v of the English Language, . Funk and Wagnalls 
Co~any, NewYork, 1903, P. 844. 
?) Ibid., P. 860. 
e· 
i (4) ~hat a representative sampling of teacher opinion from the field will 
~erve as a basis for determining these judgments and opinions. The 
I 
~ethod of sampling will be outlined on later pages. 
(5) rhat the methods used in our public schools are designed fo~ teaching 
I ~pon the Boehm system clarinet rather than upon the obsolete Albert 
I 
~ystem. 
I Classification of ~ of Instrumental Class Groups.--
Accobding to Prescott and Chidester there are five different plans of or-
i 
gani~ation in ivhich the methods surveyed in this study are used throughout 
I 
our public schools. 
1/ 
They are as follows:-
Plan I. The \Vholesale Method 
i In Plan I all the instruments are taken together in one class, includin€ 
I 
stri~gs. 
I 
Many music educators believe that the combination of strings and 
'!:.1 
wind i instruments is very undesirable. Gehrkens says: 
!string instruments do not fare so ·well in heterogeneous groups as 
they are more delicate and difficult to play than wind instruments. 
,A mixture of strings and wind instruments in one group, all the mem-
bers of which are beginners, will not prove to be feasible. Inclu-
ding beginning strings in a beginning heterogeneous group of mixed 
iv.ind instruments is asking too much as very little steady or con-
sistent progress can be expected to be made. In the case of 
string instruments there should be at least a year of work in a 
string class before the pupils play in any orchestra. 
i ¢/ Gerald R. Prescott and Lawrence W. Chidester, Getting Results \vith 
Schopl Bands, Carl Fischer, Inc., New York, 1949, Pp. 51, 52, 53. 
i '!;./ Karl Wilson Gehrkens, Music in the Grade Schools, C. C. Birchard and 
Co., Boston, 1936, P. 185. 
5 
e· 
v i' !' Prescott and Chidester advise teachers to ava.id. Plan I if possible and 
st~te that better results are attained by taking the strings alone for part 
of :lthe period. 
Plan II. The Full :Band Method 
?J 
This course of teaching, according to Prescott and Chidester, is usu.aJJ; 
ba :ed on familiar song literature and is taught from a melodic and reythmic 
apt)roach. Only a limited amount of technic is taught with the use of uniso, 
sc 3.les. 
jj 
According to Prescott and Chidester this plan is found to be most 
fa~cinating to both pupil and teacher and would give better results if 
SU:Qplemented by separating pupils into groups of like instruments. 
Plan III. Families of Instruments 
This plan utilizes smaller groups than Plans I and II, and includes re 
la~ed instruments only.(e.g., brass instruments.) 
Plan IV. Like Instruments 
Many educators feel that the most desirable plan for class lessons is 
'±) 
t ~ homogeneous class. According to Prescott and Chidester the most impor-
I 
t~j.nt advantage of the homogeneous class is that players on one instrument ao 
I 
n< it have to remain idle while the fundamentals of another instrument are be 
i g demonstrated; all are studying a common problem. 
Plan V. Private Lessons 
Periodic private lessons under school superVision provide the pupil wit 
i 
JJ Prescott and Chidester, op. cit.; P. _52. 
iJ Ibid, P. .53· 
:J Ibid, P. .53· 
1J:) Ibid, P. .53. 
6 
[1/ 
ind~vid.ual attention to his peculiar proble~s.. The difficulties with which 
eac;b. pupil is faced are not necessarily comkon to all. :Because of individ-
1 
~ I 
uaJ. differences arising out of onet s own peysical make-up and habits of 
II --
tbo~ght the pupil in a private weekly lesso~ receives special attention in 
ove~coming his particular weaknesses, where1as, in a class lesson 'the limita-
' 
tioP,:ls imposed upon him by the group tend to restrict his progress where in-
div~dual attention is lacking. According to Normann, the best plan of in-
i 
st!~ction is that which affords weekly private lessons supplemented with 
! v 
da,j ly :full band work. Normann also says: 
There is no refuting the fact that for the advanced student it is 
practically the only type o:f instruction that has up to the present 
time developed both tecbnical skill of the first rank and a high 
degree of artistry. 
As for class instruction Normann lists the following advantages: 
(1, Instruction at low cost for all students .. 
(2 · .A great ?.g.cializing influence. 
(3, Lower mortality in drop-outs and increased interest. 
i I 
?:) 
(4 Correlates previous mu.sic study in the 1 school room with ear-training, 
design, sight-reading, and ensemble-playing. 
' (.5 ; Ola,ss instruction enables the director to develop and maintain a sym-
phonic instrumentation. 
Aim of Instrumental Music .ill~ Pub:hic Schools.-- The aim of instrume ,_ 
I 
ta music in the public schools is stated by Dr. Mursell and Mabelle Glenn 
l/ Normann, op. cit., P,. 146 
gj Ibid., P. 142. 
I 
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ru: follows: 
Our aim in instrumental music must be to teach the· instrument through 
music and for the sake of music, and to use the instrument to refine, 
define, and make more ardent, the music making impulse. 
Dr. Mursell and Mabelle Glenn go on to say that mechanical techniq_ue 
ax d ·:formal drill are the bug bears of instrumental music and are often made 
al end in themselves. When the child is loaded down with too many exer-
i Q ses, scales, and studies he is not experiencing the real joy and aesthetic 
p easures of music. Too often the instrument is traated as a mechanical 
p oblem when it should be treated as a musical one. Pupils must be en-
cc uraged to produce musical effects ana. not just go from the si~le to the 
c mplex without the necessity of meaning and reality. One does not acq_uire 
lll< stery of an instrument by nicely graded seq_uences of habit building alone 
OJ e acq_uires mastery only through meaningful, potent, authentic experienceJ 
S iccess with mechanics, won at the expense of abandoning interest, appeal, 
v U.ue, and reality, is what really compromises development and brings about 
f il-ilure to perform musically. 
g) 
According to Murserr and Glenn the first aim in instrumental music 
s~uld be appreciation. The desire to create musical beauty is really the 
I y effective motive in instrumental i:n;stru.ction.. In order to assure sic appreciation in instrumental music we must use interesting, worthwhil 
lsic from the very first. We should help the pupil to develop attitudes 
: 1) James L. Mursell and Mabelle Glenn, ~ Psychology .Qf School Music 
T~achi11g, Silver, Burdett and Co., Boston, 1931, Pp. 303-319. 
gV Ibid., Pp. 303-319 
• 
of ~elf~oriticism to improve his own abilit~ end creative reviewing.. Too 
I 
i 
much overstrain should not be allowed as such blocks learning. 
I 
SUMMARY 
Chapter I has state& the fundamental purpose and ultimate aim of this 
stt~ which is to make a thorough investigation and analysis of the best av~lllable clarinet methods used in t~e pub~ic .schools throughout the 
'I 
cotl:jltry. Furthermore, this pha.pter has presented the justif'ication and 
1\ 
scclte of the study with definitions of termst assumptions, and classific~ 
ticls of instrumental cle.es groups used.. The general aim af instrumental 
t\ mutlic as seen by Muree11 and Glenn has also been stated,. In the opinion 
of fhese leading music educators the pUl']?ose and aim of instrumental 
i 
muE ;I.e is to bring to the child. worthwhile nf,sic which is interesting and 
wh ch contributes real aesthetic pleasure tn a genuine musical experience. 
I 
I 
1: 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
·IMPORTANT FACTORS IN CLARINET PLAYING 
In compiling the material listed in this chapter the purpose has been 
to !give a summary of those factors or basic f~d.amentals which are vitally 
im)ortant to correct clarine.t playing. These factors will be discussed in 
th~ light of the writer's own experiences and knowledge, and that of other 
mu~ic educ.ators in the field for su.bstantiating the use and importance of 
su~h instruction with any clarinet method. These basic fundamentals of good 
clt· inet playing are a necessary part of the instrumental instructor t·a 
e .ipment. Pupils who do not receive competent instruction on the best pro~ 
cedures of good clarinet playing are very apt to form wrong habits. The 
beginning pupil is not expected to acquire these good and basic fundamen ... 
hls without the competent aid of a reliable teacher. 
The instrumental instructor in a beginning band class is therefore en 
h~ortant factor. He must know how to develop an embouchure and the proper I . 
mrntal concept which will produce a genuine and characteristic tone. He 
mu.st also know how to develop correct breathing habits and teach a sound ~d logical progression of fundamental technics such as correct attacks, rf~•ase of tone, various fingerings andWhere to use them, rhythmic firmness 
d;rua.mic variance as needed, varieties of articulations and phrasings, se-
qllence of t~cale and interval assignments, physical playing postures, and 
o~her general and specific essentials. These basic fundamental$ are in-
eluded in the criteria for evaluating the methods snrveyed in this stu~. 
Tjhe criteria which cover the basic fundamentals discussed in this chapter 
a!re contained in the evalue.ttve instrument in Chapter III, p. 21 , ae follows. 
1.0 
II 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I (1) Workbook ... -are there any pedagogical suggestions to the pupil 
himself? Plan of procedure with instructions on how to do it? 
(2) Does method contain instruction for holding the instrument 
properly with direction for developing a correct embouchure as 
well as proper techniques of breathing? (See ChApter III page ·21) 
A study of Chart I in Chapter VI! wi:t,L show that many of the methods 
ev,.uated were rated. either poor or only fair on these essential points of 
t~ criteria. This indicates the~fact,that a satisfactory knowledge of the• 
ba~ic fund.amente.ls is lacking in the methods found. to be most widely used. 
Th s fact is also indicative of the weaknesses of these methods in helping l .. 
th~ pupil and. the teacher to a successfu.1. culmination of the work afforded. 
I . It:) is understood that much of this phase of the instruction is left to the 
te~her and is too extensive to be inserted in any method of stud.y. Teaclre~ 
I wh~ are not speci'alists of clarinet instruction will a:-ppreciate the use of 
I 
thf following principles of good cle.rinet playing .. 
.A:n :Evaluation of Good and Poor Clarinet Tone.--The improvement of tone 
an!;i intonation depend upon a number of important factors. One is the proper 
ij 
me~ta.l concept of how a correct clarinet tone should sound. As in all instr'/"" 
me!nts there are v9..rying degrees of good tone quality and the most obvious 
m~rhod for distinguishing these different degrees of tone quality is through 
a.;:wal analysis. :By 1istening to many different kinds of clarinet tone <n1a1i+. I . • ~ 
a ~upil will soon a.cq'!l~_re a mental concept of what each tone sounds like and 
w-tP. st·tive to attain that which m best .. Listening alone will not suffice in the 
de~elopm en t of good tone. The claxinetist must have an understanding of what 
gc es into the production of such a. tone. This can be achieved only through 
e ~ert guidance with the best teachers avai'lable who know how to proo.uce a 
! 
._. __ --'-'-- ----~-.,g,_ll __ _ 
f ~e clarinet tone themselves. Pupils should be able to acquire good tone 
q ality if they learn to discriminate between good and bad clarinet tone 
e ru :d follow the instructions of their teachers. The follo1ving evaluation 
e· 
a.i d description of clarinet tone quality should be an aid to pupil and 
t ·acher in judging and evaluating clarinet tone quality. 
In describing tone quality for the clarinet it must be remembered that 
t ere are three different registers. In its lower or chalumeau register~ 
t e clarinet represents a deep, hollow alto voice; in the middle to medium 
u iPer range, a splendid soprano, rich, full, and brilliant. In its extreme 
u,~er range it becomes piercing. The tones in the lower register should be 
d€ ep, round, and full. In the middle register the tones should be mello"tv 
cu d sweet. In the upper register the tones should be brilliant, penetratin~ 
s rong, and clear. In general a good clarinet tone should be flexible and 
p< .ssess a rich resonant quality. It should also be vibrant, possessing some 
d1 licacy and refinement of tone while also having a singing quality. A 
g< od tone should have all these characteristics mentioned. In the beginnin~ 
i is essential for the pupil to acquire a clean tone. This means a tone 
wt ich is free of any of the follmving bad features listed; harsh~ buzzy, 
w:ndy~ foggy, stuffy, jerky~ reedy, squeaky, coarse, hard, and a small tone 
1< eking any carrying pmver. 
A tone which is free of any of the bad features listed is usually con-
s"dered by musicians as a legitimate type of tone. A legitimate type of 
t< ne does not necessarily imply that a tone should be ·without vibrato as 
s< many think. If it is to have any kind of vibrating effect, carrying 
pn;er, or individuality of tone on the part of the player there must be a 
s ~ght reediness to the tone. This can be accomplished only if there is a 
:12 
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s· ight vibrato quaiity. The t;Y,Pe of vibrato used, however, must be one of "in 
t nsity" or control1ed spasm of the diaphragm. The jazz type of vibrato is 
nc t recommended at all and shouJ.dnot be encouraged by any teacher. A clean 
tine should be clear •. strong, and possess penetrating carrying power with 
f 11 resonance in the lower registers and brilliancy in the high register. 
A very important characteristic of clarinet tone quality is that it 
scund wood,v. This woody effect can be achi_eved on1y on a wooden clarinet. 
M1 tal clt:rinets ha-ve been found to have a metal Uc quality of tone while plastic 
it struments possess a hard quality of tone. However, both are good for be-
g~ nning students. The wooden clarinet has that softness of tone which char-
ruterizes good tone quality. A good tone should be round, mel1ow, and nexi 
b, e_. It should possess that deep, rich beauty which adds that final touch of 
cc loring to any musical 111e1 ection. Paul Van Eodegraven seys:lf "1t would be 
a great help if every teacher could produce a good clarinet tone so that the 
ccrrect concept of clarinet tone could be transferred to the student." 
Posture.--\'lhile each factor to be considered has something to do with 
thje tone, posture must be considered first. Without a correct posture nothing 
e1se will function properly. Correct posture, whether sitting or standing:!s 
sifJ>ly a matter of keeping the spine straight and the head level but not 
stiff. The entire body should be in a relaxed position, one that is comfort-
a~le and convenient to the player. When standing one 1 s posture should be up I 
ri~ht with the weight on, either the left or right leg, me .cr1he other being a 
li~tle in advance with the body slightly bent forward, a posture ul!led by 
I 1f Paul Van Eodegraven, "The Foundation of Clarinet Tone Quality," The 
Et~de - 66, Po 415, July~ 1948$ 
i3 
,si n1 1 P-rl:l to facilitate the play of the lungs and aid in the performing of 
long and well sustained tones. It is important to have the body slightly 
e bent forward as this position is more rela:x:i.b.g and allmvs the air to fill 
I 
the . ungs and air pockets in the diaphragm ahd in the lower and back regions 
l 
arou II d the waist. The student should not 11 shrug11 his shoulders 1vhen t aking 
I I 
a br'~ath, but expand the trunk of the body a;nd breath deep dovm.. Too much 
I 
move~ent of the shoulders up and do\vn indicates that the pupil is not using 
diap pragmatic breathing. He is, instead, br:eathing more from the chest, 
I! whiq:~ is 1vrong, as it only causes short, unsteady playing and poor flex:i-
bi~fY of tone, 
1J The proper position 1vheh sitting is to have the pupil sit erect \'lith 
the '~chest high and both feet on the floor. The body should be slightly bent 
I for\ ard, the same as when standing, a fe"tv inches between the performer and 
the back of the chair. This allows proper expending of breath when inhaling 
and !(exhaling. Whether standing or sitting the arms should fall loosely in a 
rel 1~ed position by the sides. 
Breathing.--The.principles for breathing on 1vind-instruments are much 
the' same as are those for vocalists, as both use their breath in the same 
I 
man~er. .All breathing should be done from the diaphragm and not from the 
: 
I I che~t. Chest breathing can be detected almost immediately by observing the 
mov~ments of the shoulders. To test for diaphra~atic breathing have the 
puJ:Iil place his hands over his waist line. If he can feel his back muscles 
s"lv~:ll and contract ·with each breath, then he is breathing properly. The 
pu1 il should be taught from the beginning to use the whole of the lungs, 
lo1 er lobes as well as upper. Sniffing, panting, or gasping are helpful 
hiJ:Ijts for inducing abdominal breathing. 
:14 
' ilb.e importance of diaphragmatic breathing cannot be over-emphasized. 
Th 1s important point is too often neglected and. the result is inevitab~y 
I 
a ll~ak, anemic tone. The clarinetist needs an the breath he can muster. 
I 
Ho•1rver, he must be careful not to over-blow as this causes barking and 
pi~lrcing sounds. 
I ..t\..ngl e at ~ t~ inst'rumt!'!!l.t is he1dJ~The angle of the instrument is 
8.1 + a very import ant point of consider at 1 on as 1 t effects tM quaJ. i t;r , v o 1-
um ( and tone control.. The correct positiqn for holding the c~arinet is at 
a ~rty-five degree angle. The ben of the instrument shou1.d be at least 
tw~f ve inches from the body. Care must be taken not to have the instrument 
to< jlow and too close to the body or too high either. making it awkward for 
tru ' performer to breath correctly and manipu.1 ate the keys with proper ease 
I 
an comfort. If the arms hang naturally a.t the sides the pley&- will easily 
fail into correct position for holding the instrument. 
I Embouchure ....... Tb.e term"embouchure" refers to the use and development 
I The lips must be bel d fairly tight of ijthe lips in the production of tone. 
to 1)the teeth allowing no air pockets to form aroun.d. the lower jaw. A loose 
I 
em1ouchure is very bad to l!lee and to hear. M.lscles at the corners of the 
! ' 
mo ;th should be held tight. There should be sufficient pressure to prevent 
I 
. es ~aping of air. The center of the lower lip should be pulled. down a.lso to 
a.v Td pinching the reed.. The p11;-pil. shoul!l attempt a. smiling position or 
I eJg~ression with the cheeks drawn in" the lolier lip placed over the la..rer 
I 
1: 
te~th, the upper teeth resting on top of the mouthpiece so a.s to attain 
th~ correct embouchure. Care should be taken not to have too much or too 
lf tle of the mouthpiece in the mouth. The amount of mouthpiece which 
sh~uld be taken into the mouth w-111 be more or 
1.5 
less determined by the pupil's ability or inability to produce the desired 
tone'. Hovrever, it should be a little less than a third of the mouthpiece. 
With the beginning student it is necessary to develop the idea of the 
proi er contact betw·een lips and reed. If the reed and mouthpiece are not 
placed far enough in the mouth a thin tone will result, ·while if it is 
placed too far in, a squeak 1vill result; so it is best to play just a little 
shOI'~ of the ''squeak spot." The reed must rest firmly on the lmver lip. 
I y 
Fa.i:. 'ure to do this will result in a flat uncontrolled tone. Van Bodegraven 
I 
strEsses the practice of pressing down on the harrell joint and up on the 
rigl t hand thumb which will help the pupil feel and hear the correct spot. 
Teeth.-- One of the physical requirements for determining whether the 
beg ln.ning pupil should study the clarinet is that he possess a set of even 
low r teeth. Lower teeth that are even will afford the pupil a more even 
bit on the mouthpiece. This will enable him to control the reed and tone 
muc ~ better. The pupil must be cautioned not to draiv too much of the loiver 
lip back over the teeth. Only a smalL.p~t of the red or thicker portion of 
the''lip should cover the lower teeth. Too much pressure on the bite is also 
bad! and will cause a great .deal of discomfort and pain to the pupil's lip. 
A f~rm bite is necessary but the pupil must be cautioned not to bite too hard 
I . 
:) 
'! Cheeks.-- Puffing the cheeks out not only looks bad but causes improper 
bre~thing, embouchure, and intonation. It has a particularly bad effect on 
the correct position of the lips and corners of the mouth. 
Jaw .. -- Some of the early pressure put on clarinet playing by beginning 
pu];~ls is often obtained from the jaw·. This jaw pressure needs to be correc-
!f Van Bodegraven, loc.cit. 
I 
I 
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ted :ts the players advance. Jaw pressure leads to pinching and sharp playing 
if used to excess. The pupil should be encouraged to draw· back on the jaw 
and relax it .. y 
Chin.-- Van Bodegraven also finds that pupils wrinkle the chin v1hen 
playing. This is generally the result of playing with soggy lip muscles and 
creates a pillow rather than a cushion for the reed to rest on. Having 
pup;ls llpoint the Chin11 w:Ul coilnteract playing with a 1vrinkled chin. 
Tongue.-- The correct use of the tongue will m~ce a great difference in 
oneTs playing. Tongueing must be learned intuitively for the most part. 
Havbg pupils practice and concentrate on the resonance of the staccato 
hel s. The staccato must have a definite resonant bite to it and not be 
jus a n grl?llt. t1 
As to the proper position of the tongue on the reed some authorities 
rec mmend placing the tip of the tongue against the tip of the reed. The 
typ ~ of tongueing used by many outstanding musicians is to place the tip of 
the tongue slightly under the end of the reed so that the top of the tongue 
is striking the end of the reed. This style of tongueing is softer and re-
sul~s in a more resonant quality of tone. 
Throat.- \Vhen playing there should be no constriction so as to prevent 
the, smooth flow of air from the lungs and diaphragm through the instrument. 
I 
the II opentr throat is essential to fine clarinet playing. 
The right hand thumb.-- The right hand thumb has a very important role 
e' to play as it is absolutely necessary to keep the clarinet in the proper 
plc: ce. It should constantly push up the instrument so that the mouth and 
1_7, 
enbouchure can cbntrol the tone. The thum~ shou.ld contact. the thumb rest 
at the base of tle nail and just above the first joint. 
Fingers.-~od fingers are .an absolut1e "must" in cJ_arinet pleying. 
F~ 1gers function[ best if kept in a curved :position and slanted toward the 
'I I i! etrument. .A crrved or round position is! necessary tD that tha fleshy 
pJt of the fing'ers descends and depart e trom the key or hole. One ehould 
ut !e the ball. s of his fingers ltl.ich should not jump but snap when striking 
i 
I 
t1 
1
e keys and to1e ho1es. .A finn snap motion gives the :player greater c<:>n-
t].·ol of h~s fingers and enables smoother playing of tones. Fingers that 
I I . 
b ckle or bend ~roduce en intirect contact with the keys end tend to become 
p .lalyzed and uJeless thus robbing the pupil of the desired sensitivity 
a the tip .. If the pupil uses the snap touch he will gain a feeling of 
I 
s pport and relaxation. 
: I 
i Hands.--The hands when playing must l;>e held without rigidity or con-
t :action upon tJe clarinet; the fingers • ~ little bent, must fall upon 
, I 
I I I 
r ther than strfke the keys end holes. The thumb of the right hand is the 
I I 
p 
1
inciple suppojt of the instrument and p:events it from shifting. The 
1 ft hand occupies the upper half of the instrument with the fingers being 
p aced over the !tone holes when closed and the thumb cl(!JJSing the hole at 
i i 
t ~e back and opening the register key. The little fingers are extended to 
'I I m~ipuJ.ate the Jlower keys. When playing the 11 .A11 key, care must be taken to 
I I 
r '11 the key wh~ going to and from it. 
Mouthpiece [and reed.-... The two articles of equipment which have the motrt 
. I 
i port ant bearir on tone production are the mouthpiece and the reed. It is 
' I 
e.. ·SO essential to have a we'll made clarinet properly in tune as the mouth-
! I p ece and reed can be changed with less trouble and expense if found to be 
i 
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fsp.lty when the pupil has developed enough playing ability and skill to 
j1 d.ge the quality and effectiveness of his instrument. 
The use of a go·od reed is ~bsolutely necessary for ·producing a desir-
alj1 e tone. Reeds that are too stiff or too soft should not be used. Once ~ 
il st~dent has developed the proper concept of good tone he will take over the 
jcfb of selecting and altering his own reeds to suit his particular embou-
1 
d:l.ure. 
When placing the reed on the mouthpiece care must be taken to place it 
e]"'en.ly with the tip of the mouthpiece so that it doesn 1 t extend too far 
b yond or too far back, as this will effect the tone. The reed, however, 
s ould permit a slight opening for the air to pass through, thus making it 
v brate and produce a tone. 
The lay of a mouthpiece or opening between the mouthpiece and reed wil] 
gcvern the selection of a reed, since a'reed that is proper for a medium 
11 ::r w111. not be satisfactory £or another t:vpe General1y speaking, a stan-
d.Srd make mouthpiece with a medium French lEW is preferred by most players. 
vliat ions from this ty:pe will can for softer or stiffer reeds and will 
'\ 
r~sult in a different tone quality. In any event, the combination of 
mputhpiece and reed must be capable of producing a free, resonant tone and 
i 
t ~e best way to find out is by testing. 
SUMMARY 
On the basis of the foregoing conclusions the thesis of this chapter 
i to point out that in teaching pupils the a.rt of fine clarinet playing 
a 1 the points mentioned should be stressed. Pupils should develop a 
cprrect concept of fine tone quality and technica1 skill. These essentials 
:19 
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I 
of good clarinet playing should be stressed by the teacher. It is also 
iJI!I ortant that the teacher have a correct. concept of good tone quality as 
we .. l as some technical training in order to: (a) Select proper equipment; 
! . 
(b .~ Develop c.orrect embouchure; (c) Teach diaphragmatic breathing and 
I 
gu 1de the students in all the other important points necessary for the 
de ·elopment of good clarinetists and :fine nmsicians. 
20 
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CHAPTER III 
DERIV .AT ION .AND JUSTIFICATION 
I 
OF THE CRITERIA 
I 
This chapter discusses. the use of the lcriteria selected for the evalua-
tic r of the various clarinet methods analyJed. Its purpose is to justify th< 
use 
1 
of these criteria in evaluating methods of clarinet study by presenting a 
sun~ary of the opinions of the leading authorities in the field of music edu-
, 
ca ilon cited from. The points of view of these authorities, it is hoped, 
wi UJ_ substantiate these criteria evolved in a previous study by Tom B. I y 
TmfPyfill in 1941. In his study, Turbyfill evolved these criteria as a basis 
fOiil evaluating leading elementary clarinet 
1
methods. As far as could be deter 
lmir ~d, these criteria lvere not validated s~atistically in any way by him. 
The [ sources supporting the use of such criteria, how·ever, were listed and are 
I 
the same as those cited in this study. The criteria as evolved by Turbyfill 
are 1 listed as follmvs: 
A. Contents: 
l. Range and variety-Book ·with 
' 
' 
' 
Jreater variety preferred. 
I 
• 2. Musical development--Does method provide all around musical 
development? 
3. Music of the masters. 
4. Folk music. 
5. Adaptations--From vocal and other instrumental music. 
I V Tom B. Turbyfill, 11 A Survey and Evaluation of Elementary Clarinet 
Me-thods 11 , State College of Washington, \vash. 1941. 
I 
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6. Appreciation--Is music appreciation a basic consideration? 
Is there material which can be sung? 
B. Organization:--Approach and Objectives 
l. Activities--Balance in proportion of work. 
2. Approach--Phrasing> tonality>, harmony> rhythm, theory> and 
soundness. 
3. Develapment--Stage of development as to how problems are in-
troduced. 
4. Reviewing-Does the quality ap.d ordering of the material 
suggest and facilitate creative revie1v.ing? 
5. Sequence--Provide w·ork not too hard but hard enough to make 
it interesting? 
6. Flexibility--Present material differently than in present 
organization of method? 
7. Table of contents. 
C. Pedagogical Suggestions: 
l. Practicality--Is material adequate for use in the hands of 
an ordinary teacher? 
2. Psychology--Is the method built upon recent psychological 
conceptions? 
3. Workbook--Are there any pedagogical suggestions directed to 
pupil himself? Plan of procedure with instructions on how 
to do it? 
D. Format: 
1. Size--Is method too large or too small? Is book too large and 
print too small? Can the metJ:lod be easily carried around? 
22 
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2. Bindli1g--Attractive ru1d durable; economy of paper~ cloth, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
or plastic binding; weight. 
Paper--Smooth, toned white; no high finish or gloss that gives 
I 
glaring effect injurious to tfe eyes? 
; 
I 
Typography--Size ru1d visibility of musical notation and 
I 
. t' D th d 1 I t d t h d ? pr1n 1ng. oes me o use ~~ge s ave an no e ea s. 
or does it also contain some material for advanced work? Is 
there too much material or too difficult looking material to 
frighten pupils? 
I Reiteration--Repetition of study same 
studies for technical advancement? 
Illustrations--Pictures~ deco)atio~s, 
or continues to newer 
diagrams, fingering chart~:J 
and so on. Relation to musical content. Definition of musical 
terms. 
E. Collateral Factors: 
1. Author--Background, achievements, qualifications, affiliations, 
and reputation. 
2. Publisher--Reliability, educational affiliations, and reputa-
1 
tion and policy tmvard music education. 
3. Copyright--Date and revision 9r edition. 
4. Front material--Title page, preface and introduction. Meaning-
! 
fulness and attractiveness to !children. 
5. Purpose--Does it achieve objedtives and ultimate goals as set 
by standard methods? 
I 
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6. Need--Publisher's comments. 
7. Price 
B. Use--\vhere used? Has it become a standard work and maintained 
itself in actual use? Has it been discontinued and why? 
9. Does method contain instructions for the care of the instrument? 
10. Does method contain instructions for holding the instrument 
properly ·with directions for developing a correct embouchure as 
well as proper techniques of breathing? 
SUMMARY OF SUPPCRTING OPINION RELATED 
TO THE SELECTION OF A METHOD y 
Mursell and Glenn have said: 
.The ability to assess competently the.various collections of musical 
material for school use is an important part of the professional 
equipment of the music teacher. If the teacher selects the book, it 
is obviously desirable that the choice be made on the best and most 
adequate grounds. If he has to use a book not of his selection, it 
should be studied according to certain criteria, and from certain 
definite points of view, in order that it may be used with maximum 
efficiency.. There are certaiJl fairly well-recognized principles 
of textbook evaluation, which the teacher should know and which ive 
propose to apply to the music situation. Before coming to detail, 
ho·wever, we should make tlvO qualifying statements • First, that 
there is no such thing as an ideal textbook on the market; hence, 
the fact is that a publication does not measure up to all possible 
11
. standards is no reason for its rejection. Second, the actual decision 
to introduce a book will depend on the procedures and the emotional 
I ideals of the teacher. No set of formal rules of analysis can thus 
/ determine the choice of a book to be used in a given school or school 
. system ••• We shall find that any such book should be evaluated from six 
I points of view. One should t~<e into. consideration content, organi-
11 zation, correlation, pedagogical suggestions, format, and collateral 
:
1 
factors. 
The above mentioned factors have been included, as suggested by Mursell 
1 ;)} James L. Mursell and Mabelle Glenn, The Psychology of School Music 
[ea¢hing, Silver, Burdett and Co., 1938, Pp. 344-354. 
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y y 
anc Glenp, li1 the criteria already listed. i Dr. Mursell has mentioned else-
whe~e another consideration for use in choo.sing a method, and says that 
.1-.J . h f h . l d cu ..... 1~dren should be given an opportun1ty to 1c oose some o t e mus1c se ecte 
Th.::b choice of music should be a cooperati+ matter between teacher and 
pU1 ·hs if it is to challenge and arouse the ambition of the pupil. In the -~ i I I 
.I h 1 1 .:J' • • d h be inning e fee s pupi s are too young anu. too 1nexper1ence to c oose 
th I~ own material and need to be guided. Thus, tbe teacher must assume the 
ch ·,r responsibility for its choice. Later with more knowledge and exper-
ieJ.J1ce pupils may be allow·ed some part in the choice of material. This is so•:~what of a problem when it comes to methods of study used by various 
te~chers which have been selected because of a particular teaching situation,. 
In 'fhis matter pupils are not in a position to judge the type of material 
wh. h should be used and must accept the teacherrs choice of a method of 
I 
stt 1~y. The teacher is the one who sees the need and the requirements of the 
pu] ;il and the situation itself, which requires the use of a certain type of 
I . J/ 
ma1erial. Stru1dards, according to Dr. Mur~ell, should not be set up in terms 
of avoiding note errors or being able to read the material quicl<ly and ac-
,1 
c .ftely, but in terms of the achievement ~f a desired musical result in 
y Mursell and Glenn, Loc .. cit. 
I 
I ,., 1 b James L. Mursell, Values in Music Education, Silver, Burdett and Co., 
Bo1~on, 1934, Pp. 60-61. · 
i 
2/ Ibid. Pp. 106-108, 175. 
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I~ 
act1:al performance. Moreover, quantity is not as important as quality, 
sincerity, and urgency of effort involved in the material covered. Husical 
e material which fosters high standards, fine workmanship, and delicate dis-
crinination must be used. Here again \ve find our justification for select-
ing many types of music 1ihich can foster a variety of appealing projects. 
On the other hand, poor, trivial, cheap music or that obviously included for 
only technical and not musicianly purposes, is definitely antagnoistic to the 
l ' 
seti 
1
p-ng of standards in terms of inner purposes. 
·i Much textbook reform has already taken place, and it still continues. 
The modern textbook is no longer a 11 dry-as-dust 11 compendium of exercises to 
I 
be I}ayed over and over in monotonous fashion. It tends to be more interest-
ing and more musical, 1vith not too much emphasis on repitition of the same 
tednical phrase or pattern. It should be kept in mind, how·ever, that the 
textbook or method is not an end in itself but only a means to an end. 
The order of materials must not only be laid out as logically as 
pos.:ible., but also psychologically. Logical order or sequence means begin-
, 
nin~. 1vith essential detail and building up to integrated masteries by a sys-
tem~1~ic process of addition, going from the knoim to the unknown in increasin 
com lexity, and drilling on technic before attempting to make music. Ac-
' y 
porcing to Dr. Mursell this is ·wrong, since it does not provide real interest 
I 
and satisfying accomplishment for the pupil who must have contact lvith gen-
uin~ musical experiences. This fact is generally accepted, but in order to 
acq1lire genuine musical experiences the pupil must have the technical skill 
o l erform musically. This can be accomplished only through technical drill 
26 
I 
if 
and ~tudy on exercises that will develop the technique so necessary to real 
musi~al performance. Just lvhen the dotted..:.eighth note, and so on, should be 
taugp.t is not important in itself so long as it is related to real musical 
experience. Technic and real musical experience should run parallel with 
each other. By combining .both the pupil will not only enjoy the musical ex-
peril'!nces but also make a definite advance in musical precision while gainin~ 
a ge eral broad out-look and find opportunities for self-expression. 
1/ 
In choice of material Dr. Mursell-emphasizes the importm1ce of selecting 
material \vith cultural significance and not merely made to order for the sake 
of i lustrating or affording drill upon some technical point. As music it i1: 
mean ngless and crumot convey any emotional eJ..."'Pression. Hmvever, it is esseJ:J,... 
tial to have exercises of a technical nature in music which could and should 
be p esented in an interesting and melodious manner. The order in \vhich 
musi is presented to the pupil is determined to a large extent by the tech-
nica problems it contains.. To be sure, for the beginning musician this is 
not oo desirable an approach until significant progress has been achieved. 
Ther~ is a vast \vorld of music significant in the lives of children. This 
sho !\d be utilized in various methods for aiding children to perform and en-
1 
! 
I 
joy ~ch music in a genuine musical experience. 
: 2/ 
Kwalwasser-follmvs the same line of re•asoning as does Dr. Hursell in re-
gard to textbooks and what they should contain and declares: 
I.Y Ibid. Pp. 330-331. 
2/ jacob K\vallvasser, Problems in Public School Music, M. Witmark and Son 
New· ork, 1932, Pp. 13-19. 
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, The unfortunate thing for which the teacher is hardly to blame is 
the lack of genuine guidance from above* Our teachers are obliged 
ito follow· courses of study for which they are not personally re-
' 
1 sponsible and 1vi th which they are not entirely in eympathy. Their 
courses of study stress the reading of"music and know·ledge of notation. y 
'Kw·alwasser attributes the unfortunate state of music education to the 
I 
publ shers of books and methods> and to the music educators for supplying 
inferior material for the publishers to print. According to Kwalwasser, 
text~ooks do not contain enough musical material ~ut instead offer ~ logical 
orgru~ization of problems for the purpose of teaching skill in_reading music 
from notation. Contrary to Kw-alwasser r s views and findings of a few years 
pack this study show·s that methods follow· the other extreme. The trend n9w 
fi-s t supply an abundance of musical material while neglecting the technical 
phas • _Most methods try to balance the proportion of the work so that pupils 
~et ~ fair amount of each in the building up of technique and music apprecia-
11 
ion I The song material presented in each lesson is usually related to the 
prob em taught in the lesson, so that a pupil receives a musical experience 
vhic is both scientific and aesthetic. That is what is meant in paralleling 
he echnical aspect of music learning with the artistic objectives of music 
~due tion. Every lesson in any method must contain both of these aspects for 
~ain aining interest and music skill. A certain amount of technical work 
ann( t be avoided in any method. Musical performance in the highest sense 
epei ds upon the ability of the performer to play well. No pupil can be ex-
d to achieve this musical experience unless he has developed the skill ect 
~0 d so. 
... 
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In the selection of music materials Normann implies some very important 
c 'i teria in the follo"I'Ting q_uestions ~ 
Does it exploit the full possibilities of the band? Is the ~sic 
structurally correct and exalted in tpo0.d? Does it e:x;press the 
melodic possibilities of the instrument? 
?J 
Normann also states those factors which are most vital in maintaining 
t p.e interest of the student in music. T:b_ey are found in the selection of 
m~sically significant material. In the s~lection of worthwhile material I v 
N;>rmann scys: 
I 
I 
I' 
' I 
The problem of providing interesting' material which shall at the 
same time take care of the technical progress of the student is one 
I 
which has proven a general challenge1to our publishers. Almost any 
type of material desired may be found in a list of publications for 
class work varying from the traditiohal procedure of building a 
solid technical foundation before venturing into music to the com-
plete abandonment of all· attempts ati a logical development of pleying 
skill. The best procedure would undpubtably lie somewhere in between 
these two extremes - a method. so welU. planned as to carry forward the 
interest of the child and at the same time provide the opportunity 
for attaining some degree of technical command. 
i 
Other factors which Normann stresses and which should. influence the 
: 3./ I 
cP-oice of a method are! I . 
I 
i 
le the method interesting in its approach? Does it present 
problems in logical order? Is the p):zy-sical makeup of the 
book in proportion to its cast? I 
I 
For assuring the interest of student's in the material studied, numerouf 
d evices mey be used. 
' 1:1:) 
The most common of rhese are listed. by Normann as 
follows: 
I 
'I l} Theodore F. Normann~ Instrumental Music in ~-Public Schools, 
Cliver Ditson Co., Phil., 1941, P .. 158 •. I I 
gj Ibid. , Pp. 15 8-160. , 
3./ Ibid. , P. 158. 
4/ Ibid.., Pp. 158-160. 
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(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(_5) 
The formati0n 0f the class as an ensemble so that the student 
immediately feels that he is. actually doing the thing in 
which he is chiefly interestedt i.e.~ participating in an 
or.chest:t:a or a band. 
.An abundance of material of sufficiently e·asy gan:de se that 
the pupil may advanc~ rapidly in the instructional material. 
A strong foundation laid in technical skill which guarantees 
a steady gro~1th upon the part of the pupil. It is claimed 
that interest is gained in this approach because the student 
feels that he is definitely accomplishing something toward a 
future goal. 
Relating the instructional material to the mu.sic work taught 
in the g\l;'ade sclwol classes, thtis insuring a continuously 
functiolirng unit of learning. • 
Providing for the child's natural interest in music by fur-
nishing him from the very begiil!ling an abundance of fine 
melodies from which to draw tecl:lnical studies as the need 
for them is felt by the student .himself. 
By logical development ef material is meant the easy step-by-step :pro-
gr~ssion of stucy material with one problem leading logically into another. 
T:be difficulty here is found in ~ct:be :.too rapid development of tecl:mical prob-
lel!ls as there is much confusion in the logical grading of material. Glass 
iiJstruction material is not designed for any particular stage of mu.scular 
de~elopment so that discretion must be adopted in their use • 
• > 1} 
As for the physical make-up of a method Normann says that such is con-
cJe'rned with editing, cost, durability, ~d general attractiveness of the bcrl ~ 
,I 
I 
1
1 sbould be free from typogrCII'hical err0rs, be able to stand constant han-
d kill';, aDd be appealing in design. Fing~~ng charta should be :free of pes, 
b+ errors and-contain al.ternats fingerings. The bindi~ snd grads of pape1 
s iuld be of high quail ty. Paper which bas a high finish or gloss ill injurl 
i us to the eyes. Paper which is smooth: and toned white should be used. 
Jj Ibid., P. 160. 
1 
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According to Prescott and Chidester a beginning method should contain 
1/ 
t e following essentials: 
(l) 
(2) 
(3) (4) 
I (5) 
( 6) 
(?) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
I (13) i 
General instructions and in:formation pertaining ta care and. 
use of the instrument. ' 
Pictorial presentation of hand., wrist, and embouclm.re positions. 
An accurate and complete fingering chart. · 
• I Correct start~ng notes. 1 
Thorough and logical presentation of fundamentals. 
.All material progressively arr~ed in teachable order. 
Musical and melodious exercises. 
Exercises to develop the use of all practical fingerings. 
Preferred fingerings freely indicated. 
Interesting and stimulating procedure. 
Simple and concise statements in footnotes, explaining to 
pupils and teacher why drill is necessary on the fundamentals 
stressed. ·· 
Supplementary material for individual problems. 
Several exercises in the book which' can be pl~ed by all in-
struments together - to give full band experiences. y 
Prescott and Chidester particularly emphasize the importance of techniqu ii-
i: ~ any method of study, whether heterogeneous or homogeneous. Technical ~ 
Technique, however J s ~ould be a regular part of the pupil's daily practice. 
d:es not mean p~sical dexterity and mechanical coordination alone but also 
t p.e knowledge and command of details of artistic performance. There also 
m ,st be phrasing, style, clean articulati~n and r~tbmical control. Every 
t chnical experience or exercise, therefore, should be used to develop pro-
i I 
f ciency in all phases of musicianship. 
'I 3./ I 
! Righter, on the @·ther hand~ says that the choice of material should 
I 
I 
'I U Gerald R. Prescott and Lawrence W. Cllidestar, 
S 'hool :Bands, Paul A. Schmitt Music Co., Minn., 1938, 
1/ I 
1 gj Ibid., P. 115 
Getting Results With. 
P. 59. 
P 
l:u.l J} Charles :B. Righter, Success In Teaching School Orchestras ~ Bands, 
A. Schmitt Music Oo., 1945, P. 73. 
3:f 
al'll~S be m.a.d.e with the technical limitations of the students in mind and 
lis11s four important essentials or criteria for evaluating the worth of 
! 
e musical material: 
(1) Is it interesting, harmonically or rbythmically? 
(2) Does it seem to have balance and p~E1ertion? 
(3) Does it have basic unity and cohesion? 
(4) Are instrumentation and arrangement satisfactory? 
In selecting a method, teachers should realize the importance of choos-
1 i, material which is based on q_uality ana not q_uantity. The artistic tastl 
and intelligence of the teacher should be. used in the evaluation of any met~ 
od and he should. not b~ in±:luenced by a widely advertised book attractively I 
pr. ,nted and illustrated but which contains dull and commonplace material. 
Several important considerations in the selection of a method are liste 
v 
by Genrkens, who says that it is highly important that books contam a largE 
proportion of :irrusic which is partly pedagogical but very largely aesthetic. 
:BoLks that are dull and. conventional are tee boring to children. 
v 
ing a method Gehrkens sa;ys we should look for the following: 
In select 
(1) The attractiveness of page and cover, the q_uality of paper 
and binding, and the completeness and usability of tables 
of contents. am indexes .. 
(2) The q_uality of the music and its appropriateness to the~ 
experience, and interest of the children. 
(3) The feasibility, completeness, and ease of comprehension of the 
pedagogical plan. 
3./ 
Gehrkens is also of the opinion that a text should contain a variety af 
g0od music which should not be entirely limited to folk music even though 
tks does constitute an excellent source of material. He states tM physi::a.l 
i 
1) Karl W .. Gehrkens, Music in lli Grade Schools~ 0. c. :Birchard and Co, 
:Bfllston, l936, Pp. l61-J..62. 
-.;J ~~· :: ' ' 
'
1 
g) Ibid.., 
II 
====il====tl=::JLD>icl. 
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:f atures and the pedagogical plan of the method must be s tud.ied and con-
s dered for: 
(1) Its comprehensiveness and include all that it is expected 
within a specified time .. 
(2) 'That it be psychological, introd-q.cing the various items 
at times when the children's development makes them ap-
1 propriate to their needs. 
(3) That it shall be gradual, not compelling the study of 
too many new and difficult items at one time so that the 
pupil becomes weary and ~iscouraged. 
(l.r) That it shall be l,'easonably easy to comprehend, not compelling 
an already heavily burdened teacher to spend too much time in 
mastering the unimportant details of some over-systematized 
plan of proG.edure. 
1/ v 
Gehrkens also goes on t0 say: 
Method books should be based on a well devised educational plan. 
Pedagogy should include much more than teaching music reading 
1
1• or the selection of music books merely on the basis ef certain 
p·edagogy. Q;uality of text and peysical make-up are all ef 
i\ greater importance. Any book that doesn't come up to these . 
specifications should not be used. 
i/ 
·SUMMARY 
This chapter has lhtted criteria developed by Tom .B. Turbyfill and 
a~opted in this study for the evaluation of clarinet method material, to-
g~ther with a summary of opinion, apparently used in the development of 
t:iese criteria and. justi:fying their use generally,. 
CHAPTER IV 
I 
I 
Development of Quest~onnaire 
Since the data desired for this studyiwere to be obtained from a 
I 
I 
suhvey of field opinion, a questionnaire has been used as a data gathering ·~ 
de' ice, and distributed to a sampling of music educators throughout the 
Un ted States. 
' 
, Constructing the Questionnaire.--While the criteria listed in Chapter 
i II~ have been considered essential, generally, in gathering evaluation 
da~a, it seemed unnecessary and unwise to include each criterion in the 
qu~stionnaire itself. Many of the criteria, it was felt, could be used 
la~er in an evaluative instrument for analyzing those methods selected as 
I th~ most popular in the survey.. Thus, the questionnaire ~vas kept as brief 
as,(possible, but yet adequate for obtaining certein information not obtain-
ab~e in any other way. The questionnaire described and included later in 
th~ appendix (P. 99.) was constructed by the writer and a group of music 
I I 
edticators and students in seminar discussibns. In addition to questions Iii' 
I 
ba' ed on selected items from the criteria, it includes questions on time 
fa tors, class organization, and teacher's opinions • 
• 
1
1 Sampling Technigue.--
V1~ors and music teachers, 
Before submitting the questionnaire to super-
the number of cities and towns which should be 
surveyed and the procedure for selecting them had to be determined. The 
- best plan seemed to be that of a random selection from the latest census 
of cities and towns from each population group. It ·was felt that a random 
se~ection lvould result in a fair sampling while also covering a w·ide range 
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bf cities and towns in ea.ch state. The random selection of towns and 
pities with populations ranging from.500,to 100,000 in the 194o U~s. Cen-
I 
FUS~ was made in the following manner. First, every fourth city and town 
ls listed alphabetically by state groups in the census report, with popu-
! 
I I 
ations ranging between 500 and 10,000 was taken; second, a similar pro-
: I 
Jedure was used for those with populations between 10,000 and 25,000, be-
t~ween 25,000 and 50,000, between 50,000 and 100,000, and a1J those with 
.Jopulations over 100,000. Third, the numoer of cities and towns thus sel-
~cted was stil1 'lllinecessari'ly 1arge; therefore~ a selection of every third 
I ~ity and town was made from each of the lists. This selection brought the 
! I . . 
~inal number to 250 cities and towns. 
Submitting the ~uestionnaire.-~Since a list of the supervisors' and 
nstrumental instructors 1 names throughout the country was unobtainao1.e, 
he questionnaire was addressed simply to the "Supervisor of Music, Pu"blic 
:j 
!Schools," in each of the cities and towns selected. With each questionnai e-: 
·I ltfn accompanying , etter explaining the Purpose of the survey and promising 
ja synopsis of the results upon requests, I was sent on Jmuary S, 1951. A 
I I 
self-addressed stamped return envelope was a1 so included. 
f 
i~ The Fol) ow-up.--Since 150 of the ques_tionnaires had not been returned. 
~y March 1. 1951, a follow-up was ma.de in an effort to obtain a much 1.arge1 
lesponse. A double postcard was used for this purpose. (See Appendix D, 
f. 102) One side of the card contained a brief note to the supervisor re-
I 
I 
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~uesting that the questionnaire De sent before March 20, 1951. On the re~ 
~ :"; _.............. " 
;,~! jturn postcard was a list of three questions requiring the crossing out of '"'· 
one letter and a brief "yes" or 11 no 11 answer for each of the other ques-
tions. 
.:-· 
. 
I I 
\...._) 
)) 
~ 
! 
0 the 150 folio-tv-ups sent, twenty-five were answered and returned. 
T1~lve of the supervisors who had not received the questionnaire requested 
tl rt another be sent. Nine replied that they had returned the question-
ncl!ire. Two answered that they had no clarinet classes. Twelve more ques-
tj ~nnaires were sent as a result of the follow-up, Not all of these were 
r•,furned. 
i Response to ~ Questionnaire.--Two hundred and fifty-one question-
! 
nc~es were sent out to various cities and towns throughout the country. I 
Ore extra copy was sent by request. Of this number 108 were answered9 
Tlis was a 43.3 per cent return. Nineteen of the 108 questionnaires were I 
returned unanswered. A few supervisors briefly mentioned which methods 
I 
trky were using for clarinet classes but added nothing more. It is assumed 
tb~t the supervisors and instrumental instructors who have failed to answer 
tb~ questionnaire either have no instrumental program or were not interested 
iil the study. (See Table I on P. 3_7) 
Interest in the Questionnaire.--Considerable interest was sho'v.n in the 
su~vey as indicated by the number of responses and the various comments re-I 
ce~ved from the persons answering the questionnaires. These supervisors 
,j 
aiJ ~ instrumental instructors were eagerly awaiting the report on its results 
Table I belmv sho1vs the distribution of schools included in the survey 
ac ording to population groupings, and also reveals the percentage of 
sc ools within each population grouping included in the study. 
\\ 
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Tl.!BLE I 
NmfBER OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Po ulation Number of Number of re- Percentages of 
gr upings schools sponses to the responses to the 
included questionnaires questionnaires 
._1 2 3 4 
Gr pup I 107 35 32.7 
50 0-10,000 
Gr ~up II 77 35 45.3 
10 . 000-25' 000 
Gr ~up III 25 14 56 
25 000-50,000 
Gr i>UP IV 25 14 56 
50 000-100,000 
Gr mp V 17 10 58.8 
ov ~r 100.000 
To als 251 108 43.3 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has described the steps involved in preparing the evalua-
j tive instrument, questionnaire, accompanying letter, method of sampling, dis 
tr bution of questionnaires, and follow-up. It also gives the number of 
1\ 
re~ponses received. The responses to the questionnaire '\vas felt to be suc-
1 
cu~sful as indicated. The follow-up, however, resulted in little additional 
res.ponse. 
'I 
(The evaluative instrument mentioned lv.ill be more fully discussed 
i:n ij Chapter VII, pages 8'1 -86 • ) 
,I 
1/ 
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CHAPTER v I 
TABULATION AND SUMMARY OF THE 
I 
Q.UESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
I Responses to the ~estions 
I 
I The purpose of this chapter is to report and analyze the tabulatians 
I 
o i the responses to individual qu.estions Gf the questiennaire. The inter-
p t-etations of these data as they concern the various metheds are considered 
i 1 Chapter "VI in which statistical information frem the ~thods surveyed II . 
I i'i; treated and interpreted. . . 
:l R~sponse .1i2_ QJJ.estions QA!. ~ ~.- ~esticns. ane and t"ro merely 
a ked for the name and location of the school, and the name and position af 
1( 
t!i.e person answering the questiorinai:re. Everyone responding ta the ques-
t ilonna.ire answered qu-e~tions one and -·~w~. full; .. 
. - ·-. -. 
:t Resnonse to Q;uestion Three.---(See App~ndix 0, P. 99 ) In all the 
i 
q:1estionnaires filled out and returned, question three was answered either 
-. .':~ . -
f 1lly or in part.. Eight-four questionnaires were answered and returned 
s}:lowing the various levels of teaching being offered. Table II shows the 
d~stribution of schools covered in the survey which are giving inst:rume::ri:tal 
i~struction at the various levels. Beginning, or first year, classes shaw 
a ~~00 per cent response. There were, in all~ ninety-twa respenses t0 :part 
(~) in question thr~e. Four of the supervisors failing ta fill aut the f . . . ; 
. q)l.estionnaire, nevertheless, briefly described their teaching situatians 
' ,) . 
aiM. the methods used at each level of advancement. These results are also 
I 
I . tlabulated to give as com;plete a picture of the survey as possible. Table 
I 
li shows that eight-eight schools teach beginning clarinet classes either 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIEUTION OF SCHOOLS GIVING CLARINET 
INSTRUCTION AT THE V.ARIOUS LEVELS IN HOMOGENEOUS 
.AND HETEROGENEOUS CLASSES OR EOTH 
No. E>f Homo. 
schools groups 
only 
2 3 
No. % No. % 
.88 8L5 24 27·3 
73 67.6 27 37 
54 50 27 50 
46 42.6 29 6) 
100 
Heter. 
groups 
only 
4 
No. % 
49 55.7 
36 49.3 
23 42.6 
1.5 )2.7 
I 
I 
I 
Ne. of 
schools 
giving 
both 
..2 
No. % 
15 17 
10 13.7 
4 7.4 
2 4.3 
Ne. of 
hs1110:. 
methods 
6 
No. 
10 
17 
10 
18 
No. of 
heter. 
methods 
z 
No. 
29 
17 
13 
10 
2 
or heterogeneous groups, or in both. Twenty-seven and three-
nths per cent teach in homogeneous groups only and .5.5. 7 per cent teach in 
h terogeneous groups only for the first year of classes. Seventeen per cent, 
I 
, ever, use both kinds of organization for the first year classes. Ma.D\Y 
o !the schools surveyed prefer heterogeneOQs methods for the first and 
I 
s cond year instruction becsuse of the problem of scheduling classes within 
li 
r I ted available time. At the first year level twenty-nine different 
:~erogeneous class methods a;e used as against ten ll=ogeneous methods. 
I 
T s aJ.one shows the popularity of heterogeneous methods. Many teachers, 
fj ever, lean very strongly toward individual and hemogeneous group teaching would prefer such if time and the situation permitted. Notwithstanding 
39 
11~th heterogeneous groups and with apparently satisfactory r'esults. At 
J east more students are able to :participate in IID.lsical instruction in an 
I tual band or other ensemble group. This actual :participation in real rn~sical :perfornance is a tremendcms motiv~ting device and. encourages 
I I 
i I 
syud.ents to :practice :perhaps mu.ch more than they otherwise would.-. 
j/ Maey schools give homogeneous instruction the first yea;r and heter-
o~eneous instruction the second year. In these schools if a student I 
w~shes, he Iney' engage a :private instructor in addition to :playing with the 
i 
c 17ass or ensemble grG:lu:p. Furthermore, :private study in most cases is :paid. 
f~r by the pupil. 
Same of the teaching :practidei!J in other schools surveyed seem to vary 
; 
i~ that a beginning method is used for the first semester's instruction, 
f~llowed by an intermediate inethod in the second. semester. There are very 
f~w sclwols that follow this :procedure except in situations where the 
I 
s udents meet more then once a week. In such cases pupils cover much more ll 
m~terial and. thus are able to go through a method in five or six months in ... 
s 1~.~ead of the usual nine or ten. 
In schaols where the teaching situation did not seem. so favorable the 
mj thod used the first year was continued in the second as review material 
11 
b~fore proceeding to an intermediate method. In still o~her situations the 
i~strumental :program was carried on by the vocal teacher because of time 
l~mitations or the lack of sufficient funds for the hiring of a special in-
s· rumental instructor. In addition to her VQ;cal work the vocal teacher in I 
t ~ese situations had to supervise the ins~rumental mu.sic :program. Thu.s, 
I 1 s~me schools did not continue their instrumental instruction beyond. the 
f 1rst or second. year. 
I 
I 
! 
Supervisors and teachers, however, e:x±>ressed the 
I li 
I 
i I I 
t 
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intl~ntion or hope of augmenting their instrumental program in the near future 
I 
whe~ever this kind of situation existed .. 
! 
! The percentage of schools offering instrumenta1 instruction for second 
·0 ye~tr classes is 67.6 per cent, of which 37 per cent of the total reporting 
I 
ofjbr homogeneous group instruction, and 49.3 per cent heterogeneous group 
I . 
ine fruction while 13.7 per cent ofi'er both. In seventy-three schoo1.s offer-
in~: second year instruction~ seventeen different homogeneous methods were 
be1 p.g used, and sevente~ different heterogeneous methods also were being 
i 
USE 'd. 
In third year classes 50 per cent of the schools surveyed offered inst~ 
I 
merfal instrmtion whereas most schools offered only two years unless they 
st ~ted their instrumental music programs at the elementary levels. that is, 
in ~rades four, :five, or six.. In such cases, pupils were then al1owed to co11 
ti le their instruction until either junior 9.r senior high school J evel wher1e 
th y entered the school band or orchestra. Many of the students pl ~ing in 
I 
I 
th i high school band or orchestra continu:ed their study with private teachers 
ei ~er in school or out. The type of instruction most common for third year 
an~ more advanced classes is based on study of solo and ensemble music. 
Pu:Jils in homogeneous groups covered works of a technica1 nature while hetero 
ge tous groups covered varied band and ensemble music from which technical 
I 
I pr~blems were drawn.. In third year classes most instruction was given in 
ho~ogeneous groups than in heterogeneous groups.. As shown in Table II, 50 
I 
per. cent of the schools offered homogeneous instruction while only 4206 per 
ceit offered heterogeneous instruction. The number of heterogeneous methods 
I I . 
us~d· however~ exceeded that of the homogeneous type methode Four schools, 
orlonly 7o4 per cent offered both kinds of instruction. 
I 
I. 
i In· advanced classes the survey shows a stiJ 1 stronger tendency toward 
1/ 
hfmogeneous gro'11,1?1ng. It is usually at this stage that pupi 1 s have ac-
q,h.ired a so1.id founde.tion in musical experience on their instrument and are 
rla.dy for work of a more technical nature. Pupils are not just seeking 
slmp1e, easy music, but \'lorks that offer more chaalenging prob1ems. The 
Jea.test amount of work done at this 1 evel was in high school grades and 
ctnsisted more and more of orchestra and band music. Forty-t~ and six-
tlnths per cent of the schools surv~yed offered advanced cl~sses, 63 per 
c(nt offered homogeneous instruction wh11e only 32.7 per cent offered 
1 eterogeneou.s instruction. Only 4.3 per cent offered both kinds of in-
/ 
!
1
'.:tl ruction at this level. 
In regard. to private Etudy, 45.3 per cent of the schools surveyed 
!I 
.;t'fered instruction in which all teaching was done with private or homo-
geneou.s methods. Thirty-seven different methods were used in these I' ' 
sc~9ols for private study. Oddly enough one response showed that two 
teterogeneoue methoiis were used in private inetrU<:tion. lrowever, tbis is 
~. ot too unusual. .since some heterogeneous methods are designed for indiv-dual, homogeneous, and heterogeneous teaching. NaturallY the answers I 
or numbers four a.nd five on Table II would be zero .. 
At this advanced 1 evel the to tel number of schools o:f'fering both 
I 
1eterogeneous and homogeneous instruction during the four years of study 
II is thirty-one or 35 :per cent. Many leading music educators advise the use 
of more than one method of study, especially if a situation demands it. 
Some instructors think it wise to experiment with different methods since 
one m~ prove effective in one year and not in another. 
In Coffeyville, Kansas., instrumental c1asses are used as a laboratozy 
·42 
I 
Iii 
for testing new materials f0r all instruments. In making these tests the 
res~LJ.ts ebtained from new or untried methods are compared with previous ex-
~ per ences as a basis of evaluation, and if better results accomp~ the use 
of ~ew material, it is adopted. Perhaps such a procedure should be followed 
,J 
II 
moi e commonly where older and traditional metbads frequently not suited tli> 
tm:,
1
1 needs and interests of the pupils are still in use. 
!, :Response ta Qp.estion ~·-·Question four requested information con-
ce~ing the use of series of methods at the various levels of instruction. 
~ results are indicated in ~able III. Of eighty-eight schools surveyed 
65f9 per cent used a single series in addition to other su;pp1ementary .,.,_ 
terial. Thirty-feur and one-tenth per cent used no series but material I , 
frpm more than one method, or a different method for each level of in-
stru.ction. Twenty-two and seven-tenths per cent used two or more series 
ani ether supplementa17 ma:te.rl.B.J. as well. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS USING A SERIES 
Schools using 
a series 
2 
No. % 
58 65.9 
Schools using 
no series 
No. 
30 
3 
% 
34.1 
Scho<:>ls using one 
or more series 
4 
No. % 
20 22.7 
43 
.~4 8 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS TO 
Q.UESTION FIVE 
No. of "yesn 
responses 
2 
8~ 
No. of "no" 
respcmses 
No. 
10 1~ 
Number un-
answered 
4 
. No. 
6 
No •. having no 
preference 
No. 
1 
5 
i Response iQ. Q:!;estion Five.-- Qp,estion five on the g_uestionnaire re-
g_u't~ted a list of the methods which had proved mast su.ccessful in the ~ . 
teb.cher1 s nersonal exoerienoe. If the methods had. alre~11~ been lisvfllt ·in lj ~ ~ 
tl:~ response to question three the teacher was to answer 11yes11 • If the 
' i teacher ans'fered 11 no 11 he was requested to list in order of preference those 
me}hods which he had. found most successful. Table IV shows the distri1ro.tion 
·I 
o :j answers to q:uestion five.. Table XX in Chapter VI shows a list o:f the 
me~hods in the order of preference reported. 
Noo 
the 
:1 
No. 
'84 r;_4 
I 
TABLE V 
DISTRIJ3UTION OF ANSWERS TO 
Q.UESTION SIX 
answering No. not answering 
g_uestion the qu.esti0n 
2 1 
8~ No. J 10 I 
i Response ~ Question Six.-- Question ~ix requested information con-
' 
ce ~ning the length of time required, with each method, to nrena.re ~~1" 
I 
li 
I 
" . en/semble work. 
II 
Table V. shows that seventy-four supervisors ani teachers, 
o , 88 :per cent, answered tbe question, while ten supervisors and teachers, 
OJ 12 per cent, failed to answer at all. 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS TO 
Q.UESTION SEVEN 
No. answering 
the question 
No. not answering 
the question 
J 1 
No. 
81 
2 
% 
95 
3 
% 
5 
No. 
4 
Response~ Question Seven.-- (See Appendix C, P. 99) As shown in 
Tl\tble VI, 95 per c.ent of the supervisors and teachers answered:cpestion 
s~ven. However, riot all answered the question in its entierty. There are 
s x parts to question seven. each requesting specific information on be-
.c~nni.ng_ methods surveyed. The information gained from responses to this 
t: 'I 
g!u.estie>n served h reflect the true musical worth of the methods surveyed 
' ··~· •' . 
s~ whether they were believed to contain the essential points under con-
~ideration. This question was also designed to shaw strength and weakness 
lhich teachers had feund in various metheds. Tabla XXII in .Chapter VI 
'haws the results of these responses as they pertain tG the methods survayec 
I . . 
This questicm (seven) applies to beginning methods only. 
i/ 
~ 
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i/ 
I 
II 
Number of 
responses 
1 
84 
· ~:AJ3~ ?VII 
DIS~!~UTION OF ANSWERS TO 
Q,UESTION EIGHT 
.. 
.. 
.. 
No. answering No. not answering 
the q_uestion the q_uestion 
2 3 
NQ. % No. % 
70 83 14 17 
Reaponse ~ Qaestion Eight.-- The purpose of q_uestion eight was to 
as certain which methods used were considered adeq_uate in the hands of a 
teacher not highly trained on the instrument~ but trained in instrumental 
I 
:nrusic. In many situations there are teachers giving instruction on in-
struments which they have never learned to pla;v well and with which they 
hc:::ve but little fruniliari ty. Ceuld the method be used e:ffectively by such 
teachers in the music education field? Precisely such a situation e~sts 
ix ~ of our schools today. especially where there are heterogeneous 
clLsses taught by the general class roam instructor. As Table VII shows, 
sJventy supervisors and teachers, or 83 per cent, answered in tl:ie affirma.-~~ve, while fourteen, or 17 per cent, left tbe q_uestion unanswered, per-
Jps because of some uncertainly. Three of these responses showed question 
Jrks indicating that the persons· responding were not at all sure. A few 
I 
made brief comments concerniDg the reliability of such a q_uestien since 
tiere is no method printed which is designed :for use by a poorly trained in-
~ structor. The question, however, does not ask whether the method could ade-
q: tely be used in the hands of a poorly trained teacher bu.t in the hands 
ol one not highly trained on that particular instrument. Neither dees the 
q1~estion a-p-ply to teachers giving_-pti._."la.t_eJns_t.mc.t.inn 
46 
' 
I 
•• 
I 
I 
]; 
II 
I I 
j It is very true that a good tea her wd.ll devel0p g<;>l)d pupils even 
wi~h poor materials, but the converJ is n~t tru.e. A good teacher c:mgb.t to 
I . I I 
be, able to use a:r:ry good method for teaching an instrument even though he 
: I 
ma' not be proficient Gin that instrument. All supervisors, band directors, 
II . . I I 
anj instrumental teacher-s sheuld have a k:IWwled.ge of all the instruments. 
I . I' 
I 1 
As 1 most methods are concise and easy to fo+low as well as being logical, 
te,chers should not have tao much di~r.icul~y with them. lt is essential, 
~· I he1' ever, for such teachers to know th!e wealplesses of each instrument and 
I 
th ir general characteristics. They should alae knew the best procedures 
J· - I 
fe, teaching such things as breathing,, emb~uchure, and correct fingerings 
I 
as:explained in Chapter II. Table VIT sha~s the number ef responses te 
quistion eight. 
. Some supervisors gave multiple answers to questian eight where more 
l I I tru:~ one beginning method was used. Thus, !seventy persons responded tiD 
. . I . 
quE lstion eight and indicated a total of nirlety-eight favorable judgments 
I 
I 
of the methods surveyed while a total af t~~n~-two persons rendered ~ 
I 1 
I 
f'a'\ orable judgments to the same met:bod.s r~arted. These. judgments of 
the:i variOus m.etbaiis were il!diviiiual~appll[ed.. Table XXIII in Oh«pter Vl 
lifts the varieus metJ:wds surveyed tbe :number of responses to each 
metlad. Eight different methods were judge~ by 11yes11 and 11 no 11 answers in-
dictting doubt. · However, the majority 0f su:
1
' ;pervisars and teacmrs seemed. 
1 . 1 I . 
to ' ee tbat each of the methods listed cop.ld be used by an ordinary 
.I I 
te her. I 
:l 
I 
4.7 
' 
II 
~umber af 
~fesponses 
1·1 1 
j; 84 
TilLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS TO 
Q.UEST ION NINE 
No. answering 
the question 
No. 
76 
2 
% 
90 
No. not answering 
the question 
3 
% Nc:l. 
8 10 
ResJ2ons.§. .:!!.9.. Q:uestion IDJl!_ .. - This question was designed to discover 
hctr pupils reacted to each method at each level of instruction. Super-
vjsors and teachers were requested to indicate whether pupilsl reactions 
wJre enthusiastic, favorable, indifferent, or unfavorable to each method 
al each level af instruction. Seventy-six SQpervisors and teachers, or 
I 
90 per cent answered. the question either fully or in part depending upon 
tLe number of years music instruction was offered. Eight, or 10 per cent, 
ftiled. to answer the question at all. 
Some of the supervisors and teachers answered question nine in the 
n~gati ve sccyi.ng that they could not anmter "yes 11 because af wide differ-
fees in ability and technique of the group and conseq)lent mixed pupil 
r[''actions •. Other teachers indicated a feeling that pupils react more to a I > 
teacher than a method. Another s~ervisor felt that a pupil's attitnde td largely depeDd upon his readiness and individual ability and taste 
that such a mixed reaction among pupils could not be clearly analyzed. 
+ble XXIV in Oha:pter VI shows the pupil attitudes reported fer each methDd 
surveyed. . 
A reaction to supplementary material was also given. For the first 
;i/ear classes. there were three res~.M_t_pJe._t_t_er_ Ia.)_ .. e.n..tbu.si.as..H t'! +',.,.. 
I! I 
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• 
tl e second year there were no responses to letter (c), unfavorable, and 
fc:r the faurthyear there was only one reskonse to letter (d), indifferent.· 
I Response 12. Qjg,estion Ten.- The purpose of question ten was to learn 
i 
.-tl: :~n various scheels started their instrumental music program and the :bi~st aJld lowest grade leveis at which J"iPil• might enter the mnaic 
I 
pr~gra.m. Table IX shows that 98 per cent answered this question. Two 
I 
pe .1 cent failed to answer at all. 
Table X shows the distributi0n of answers to question ten and the 
D.UJ ber of schools starting instrumental instruction at the several grade 
,I 
le els. It also shows the l<:>west and highest grade levels at which pupils 
~ ~ter instrumental music classes. 
Nm :ber af 
re,;tponses 
I 
i 
11 
;] No. 
.4 82 
-I 
Rigp.est grade 
ley~l 
N~t. 
the 
TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS TO 
Q.UESTIQ:N· T]]N:_, 
answering No. not answering 
question the question 
2 .1 
9~.6 No. I % I 2 I 2.4 
' 
TABLE X ' 
GRADE LEVELS IN WHICH PUPILS MAY ENTER 
INSTRUMENTAL CLASSES 
1 2 ~ 4 2: 6 . • ? 8 37 3 10 2 
s;\; ":1 1ll. 
"~"· ~ ~· ..... 
9 10 11 12 
=: 1 
?? 1() h 1? 
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~ hese levels range fram the third ta the twelfth grade. The lowest level 
I ,_ 
a~ which pupils m9\Y" enter the instrumental music program is the third 
'I -
±
ade. ~owever, most schools prefer to $i?art them in the feurth grade 
b ause in the third grade they are cons;~red not mature en0ugh, either 
I 
p sically or mentally, to handle an instrument effectively. 
1:' T}J.e highest grade levels at which pupils may enter instrumental 
!! 
c asses, range frem the eighth t0 the twelfth grade. The ninth, however, 
s 
11
!ems to be the grade from which most pupils are taken. 
I 
' Grade I, levels 
i 
I 3-6 i 3-8 
I_ 5=il 
3-12 
4only 
4-6 
4-7 
1
4-8 
4-9 
114-10 
TABLE XI 
THE NUM:BER OF OASES AT WHICH INSTRtJMENTAL 
MUSIC CLASSES BEGIN .AND END 
i 
No. of Grade No. of Grade 
cases levels cases levels 
' 
1 4-11 1 6-11 
1 4-12 6 ?only 
2 5 enly 2 7-8 
1 5-6 1 7-9 
1 5-8 6 I 7-10 
2 5-9 7 7-11 
5 5-10 3 i 7-12 
3 5-11 2 I 8 only 
6 5-12 3 ! 9-12 
8 6-9 1 
4 6-10 1 
Ne. o:f 
cases 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
I I 
) Table XI shows the different grade levels a.t which clarinet lessons 
ll 
are:l started, and the number of schools affering musical instruction at the 
sam~ grade levels. The largest number reported for ru:ry grade level is 
-I -
sev~n. for grades five to nine. 
I 
I These grades seem to be the best periad 
I 
I 
for 1 teaching beginning instrumental classes, a~ though thirty-seven schools 
. I 
cov~red in the survey start their instrumental classes in the fourth grade. 
' i 
50 
! 
111 
T~ largest number o:f schools also do not allow pupils to begin instrwnen-
tl. classes a.:fter the ninth grade unless the mu.sic program commences in the 
J~'her. grades. More schools start their mu.sic program in the seventh grade 
. I ~ . . . 
tban in the sixth. The survey shows that ten schools start their instru.-
m1ntal class pr0gram at the seventh grade level, while only three start at 
tL sixth. The 0nly apparent reason. :for this seems to be that between the 
sixth alia seventh grades there is a transitio:a from elementary to junior 
hlgh school~ and some schools do not begin instrtullentAl classes before the 
jfic~ high schoo~ level •. 'In ..m0st i~stance~ instrumental classes starting 
alii the seventh grade extend G-Illy through the ju:nior.:high schoel. Upon 
elltering high school. p11pils go into the high school band, Schools starting 
c iasses in the elemen:tar;r grades usually prepare students :for the junior 
,, 
'I -htrgh school band. 
II 
Number o:f 
responses 
1 
TABI.iE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS· TO 
Q,UESTION ELEVEN 
No. answering 
the qu.estion 
2 
No. % 
76 90.5 
'. 
.No. not answering 
the question 
. ' 
~o •. 
8 
3 
% 
9.5 
II Response 12. Qp,estion Eleven.- ~est~ on_ eleven includes a list o:f im..;. 
pilrtant criteria :for judging o'l" selectilig the .. method or methods used. This 
g)l.esticn refers mostly~ beginning tl!lethods. The response to question 
e~even was 90o5 per cent. There were only eight o:f the ei~ ..... four responses 
lllbich :failed to answer any part o:f this g_uestion. However, a :few who did 
a!nswer. added one or twa o:f their OWll reasons fer cb.Gosing a method-reasons 
51 
il 
o tb~r than those wbich the 1i s ted. criteria implied.. 
II 
response to question eleven. 
TABLE XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR 
EACR CRITERION 
I Criteria Scores 
II 1 
a) peneral attractiveness 
b) Du.rabili ty and. binding 
c) Reasonableness ef cost 
d) ~ccu.racy of print 
e) 1Pictures or illustrations 
f) :cllarts . 
g) Variety of playing material. 
h) tl?e:pulari ty 
i) !:Publisher j) !Authsr 
k) Motivation 
1) Interest 
m) ''Plainness 
n) 1Style 
o) Size 
p) Logical seq_uence 
q) Good. meledic tunes 
r) Easy fundamental problems to advanced 
.::presented. in an explainable manner 
s) /Stresses unit reading 
t) Good. basis fer develeping reading 
u) Simplicity of presentation for the im-
med.iate§HPlication;to ensemble playing 
2 
38 
16 
48 
50 
23 
29 
66 
16 
4 
27 
47 
77 
28 
22 
12 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1. 
1 
Table XII shows the 
Per Cent 
3 
45.2 
19 
57.1 
59·5 
27.3 
34.5 
78.8 
19 
4.7 
32.1 
55.9 
91.6 
33·3 
26 .. 1 
14.1 
4.7 
2.3 
1 
l 
1 
1 
Table XIII shows the number and. percentages of supervisors and instru-
mental teachers selecting metbed.s on the basis of each criterion listed.. 
Ninety-one and. six-tenths :per cent of the supervisors and. instrumental 
I 
tj;eachers considered lette~ ( 1), interest,. the most important cri teriGn :for 
s lecting a method. Interest was therefore considered mere impertant tban. 
1 other criteria listed. The criterion :considered next important is 
(e ~, variety of pleying material. whiqh was indicated in 66, 0r ?8.8 per 
cei t, of the responses. A study of Table XIII will sbow which of the cri-
teiia listed are considered important by supervisors and teachers in the 
se] action ef a method. Each cri te:rion is essential and should be· censidered 
~J! ' wln choosing a method for music teaching. Table XIII shows the relative 
i,rrtance given each criterion by the su:pervisers and teachers in the fir. Even though all criteria. were not considered. equally im:portant. 
ne1ertheless, all criteria listed were f€)'!llld to be necessary fer prpperly 
evju.uating methods of stud:y. Inasmuch as there is no ideal method af stud:y, 
I . 
th~ survey shows the necessity for selecting a methed ma.st ideally sui ted 
ta ene rs own teaching needs through the use of the criteria listed. 
SUMMARY 
I 
In this chapter tabulati0ns have been made of the resp@nses to each 
qu~stion in the questionnaire, showing the numbers and percentages ef 
'-: ·' ·, :· . • --· .' ... ·~::. ;-. ·.~. :_~r(: '::: ~ 
responses reported. Tabulated results have been given to show most· clearly 
wllat the respenses indicate. These table3 have been supplemented by cme (i):t' 
mo,re paragraphs of explanatory comment. 
An interpretation of the results· as they; apply to the methods will be 
p) ~sented in Chapter VI. This chapter has not attempted to interpret the 
r•Jsults fully but to report them. Several. factors appear impertant, how-
e!r, at this :point, such asr (1) time :pr<>:nded for instrumental. classes: 
(j) schedule of school program; and (3) methods of finance. These three 
~~~to~~·':r~ reported as most c:ri~i~~-c i~'~l:~~jng the instrumental music I . ~ 
:pngram in almest every !'!Chool surveyed. In situations where these problems 
!ve been overcome the mnsic :program is considered to be :progressing sati<>-
f~ctorily. 
53 
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I 
One of the most ideal music programs, ~s reported in the survey, was 
th8 /' ef the public schoals ef Paducah, Kentucky, where; (1) all pu;pils in 
gr8 fes four t0 si:x: received twa lessens weekly an school time free af 
ch: ~ge; (2) junier high scheol students received a ene hour lesson each da;r 
on school time; (3) senior high school b~ met twice a week after schaol; 
an( (4) all stu~ents in the elementar.y and junior high schoels received 
da: IJ.y le&~~ns ~during the months 0f June anct July. 
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CHAPTER VI 
STATISTICAL !~ORMATION PERTAINING 
TO THE METHODS SURVEYED 
Results and Interpretations of the Su.rvey 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an. accurate repart of the 
fir dib.gs as theY pertain ta each of the methods surveyed. Each question 
wi~l be treated and inte"r'nreted for determining the popu.lari ty and musical ~ -r . 
wo,th of these metlwds and the uses to which they are put in the schools 
:I 
sampled. 
1
1 Tlus chapter will reveal which method~ are used at the_ various levels 
'I . -
of teaching for private and class ins:ruct~on ~in homogeneaus and hetero-
geJ leous groups. .An attempt will also be made to determine the mast widely 
us d methods, the time neces~ to complete the major portion of material 
in each method, which series of metllods are used in aey one scheol, which 
me hods are nwst successfully used, and the time required to prepare pnpils I . 
for ensemble work. A report on the comments o:f the supervisors and in-
st~ental teachers responding to the questiGnnaire will be given also for 
a ~etter interpretation of the questionnai;e findings a.s the,y pertain to 
I'! - .-
t~ vantilus methods surveyed. 
Interpretation ~ ~estion Three•-- Tables XIV through XVIII ~ists the 
val1ious methods used at each level of inst~ction and indicate the ":pe:pu-·~1 . : . . · ... 
lari ty11 of the method. type. and the avera,ge. time necessary for completing 
tl ma;or pert ion ,,.of the material. . , 
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TABLE XIV I i 
·I 
OL.ARINET METHODS .ANALYZED TO DETERMINE 
POPUT~ITY FOR FIRST YEAR CLASSES 
I' 
Method 
l 1 
Ru ank Elementary 
Ea~y Steps to ]and 
]e 1Win Elementary 
A ~e A Day 
Smlt~Yoder-Eackman 
I ]o ) sey and Hawkes 
He~ zeit s Visual 
In~er. Steps to J3and. 
Begin. Band Musician-
sb~p (J-way) 
Fi~st Semester ]and 
Mo +ern Malo~ 
I Ar~her :Band 
Un~versal Teacher 
11 
He*drickson :Bk. I 
First Steps in :Band. 
Universal :Band 
>I E ementary Band 
D :/ Caprio :Bk. I 
T:r~ Form Folio 
A ~orld of Music 
Rt~ank Supplementary 
s-tL~ies F· V~'ctor Method :Bk. I 
Selmer V:::~ :Bodegraven 
KJ'pse·Bk. I 
E ementary ]and 
FAv Band K~~ sa-Lazarus 
S .U.ber ·· 
.Author Pop. Hater. 
2 3 
N. W. Hovey 23 
M. Taylor 16 
F. Weber 13 
C. P. Herfurth 10 
7 
J. E. Skornicka 5 
J. :Bergeim · .. 
J. Hetzel 4 
M. Taylor · 4 
I. Ohey:et te 
E~ M. Salzman 3 
F. L. Buchtel 3 
E. :Brose 3 
2 
J. E. Mad~ ! 
T~ P. G-iddings 2 
2 
2 
2' 
G-ower-Voxman 2 , 
Dom. De Caprio 1 
1 
1 
R. M. Endresen l 
J. F. Victor 1 
'\an Jbd.egraven 
H. Klose 
Van Dosen 
Jay W. Fay 
H. S. Whistler 
:a. F. Stuber 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
4 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Homo • 
5 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Av. Months 
to :finish 
6 
10 
12.5 
8.3 
8.3 
10.8 
10 
9 
6.5 
16.8 
5-5 
12.5 
7 
9 
7-5 
8 
7·5 
5 
4 
10 
6 
9 
12.5 
9 
9 
4 
8 
5 
9 
56 
1\ 57. 
'I 
'·. ) 
I' II 
i/ 
e Tal: le XIV (Concluded) 
Method Author Pop. Reter. Homo. Av. Months. 
/ to finish 
I 
~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 ·-.. - ,. Be win Progressive 
·- --
~·~ . 
~dies F. Weber 1 X 14.5 
Melody :Band 
io--Rubank 1 X 
I 1 Fi~st Grade J3and.Jk. Volkwein X 
I.o~kbart Bk:. I. . Lee M. I.ockbart 1 X 4 
Mi 1 1 s Elem. E. Manring 1 X 10 
Me od.y First :Band :Bk. 1 X 
''I Me]ody Time 1 X 9 Ill 1 Ca~l Fischer Carl Fischer X 
:Be:ilwin Inter. F. Weber 1 X 
fm Cut Fi ore Short 
:Batd Method Leon Metcalf 1 X 
Totals 39 Methods 27 12 
.. 
'I 
I 
'l 
II 
. 
'I 
e II 
I 
I 
I 
II 58 
l1i 
I 
,I 
II 
1/ 
e TABLE rY 
CLARINET METHODS .ANALYZED TO DETERMINE 
POPULARITY FOR SECOND YEAR CLASSES 
I 
i 
il Method 1m thor Pop. Hater. Homo. Av. Months 
il 
to finish 
Ill 1 2 ., 4 -s 6 
Ru~a.nk Intermediate J. E. Skornicka 26 X 10.2 
Eelwin Intermediate F. Weber 13 X 8.8 
In+er. Steps to Band M. Teylor 11 X 10.4 
KlGse Ek. II H. Klose 5 X 24 
Smith-Yoder-Eacbman Bk. II 4 X 8.1 
Kl~se Bk~ l H. Klose 4 X 9 
Ruballk S~pplement-
~ Studies R. M. Endresen 4 X s.s 
Ea~r- steps to Band M. Taylor 2 X 4 
Be'inning Band Musi- I. Cheyette 
cifoship (3-way) E. M. Salzman 2 X 6 
A trld of Music 2 X 10 
La'arus Series 2 X 
seoJond Semester Band F. L. Bachtel 2 X 9 Fi~st Semester ~and F. L. ~achtel 1 X 2 
So o and Ensemble H. s. Whistler 
B+ and Rummel 1 X 3 
A !Pfne A Dey C. P. Herfurth l X 10 
~First Band Folio I. Choyette l X 6 
P ng the Wa:y l X 6 
E Training Marcini l X 9 I N. W. Hovey 1 Bnlaok Elementary X 
Vi tor Band Bk. II J. F. Victor· l X 9 
He drickson Bk. II 1 X 9 
Eelwin Progressive F. Weber 1 X 12 
Rollinson Bk. I T. R. Rollinson 1 X 11.8 
Fi]morets Transition 
~·~ 1 X 59 Masterpieces for 
e 01 ·· inet 1 X 6 Lo 9khart Bk. II Lee M. Lockhart 1 X 5 
Fox Method 1 X 4 
Laxkenus Series G.. Langenu.s 1 X 
'l 
t· 
' 
i 
I 
J 
Table XV (Concluded) 
~~ Method .Au.tMr 
I 
~I 1 z 
~"pmotion Band Bk. ank Advanced R .. Vo:xman W. Gower D Caprio Bk. I Dam. De Caprio D I Caprio Bk. II -Dom. De Caprio 
B~1eath Control, Tuning, 
and Intonation Studies 
B~ginning Band F. L. Bachtel 
rlose-Lazarus - . R. s. Whistler 
T~tals 35 Methods 
Pop. Reter. 
'3 4 
l X 
1 
1. 
1 
l 
1 X 
1. 
19 
Ramo. Av. Month 
to finish 
5 6 
9 
X 
X 8.5 
X 8.5 
X 12 
59 
I 
I 
,, 
TABLE XVI 
CLARINET METHODS ANALYZED TO DETERMINE 
POPUIJJUTY FOR THIRD YEAR CLASSES 
/ Method. .Author Pop. . Hater • 
ill 
-+-~'---=1------------=2 __________ 3_ 4 R1ank Advanced 
/amble Drill 
se :Bk. I 
se :Bk. II 
genus :Bk. II 
LEenus :Bk. III 
L anus :Bk. I 
H. Va.xman 
W. Gower 
R. C. Fussell 
H. Klose 
H. Klose 
G. Langenus 
G. Lange nus 
G. Langenus 
F. Weber B win Progressive SJit~Yoder-:Bachman 
Irlter. Steps to :Band M. Taylor 
~se Etudes (32) 
Uf,-versal :Band 
La!zarus Series 
sJh th-Yoder-:Bacl:Jman Technic 
R~-~ Intermediate J. E. Skornicka 
V ctor :Band :Bks. III & I~ J .• Victor 
E sentials of :Band Pleying (Rubank:) 
B lwin Ensemble F. Weber II · · Modern Pares H. S. Whistler 
:B~lwin Intermediate F. Weber 
~bank Supplementary E. M. Endresen 
AP,ademic Method 
,AJ!lWor1d ef Music 
~~t~s 23 Methods 
. 
18 
4 X 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 X 
2 X 
2 X 
2 
1 X 
1 
1 X 
1 
1 X 
1 X 
1 X 
1 
1 x 
1 
1 X 
1 X 
. ''12 
Homo. 
5 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
11 
Av. Months 
to finish 
6 
12.8 
9 
15.8 
24 
8.3 
8 .. 3 
8.3 
14.5 
8.1 
5 
9 
9.5 
10.2 
9 
10 
6 
5 
7 
' 
60 
e 
\ 
:l 
,;I 
'I 
I 
I 
T.A:BLE XVII 
I; I 
I 
CLARINET METHODS ANALYZED TO DETERMINE 
POPULARITY FOR ADVANCED CLASSES 
' I 
I 
Method 
1 
Kl ~ se :Sk. II 
Kl~se :Sk. I 
Lru~enus :Bk. II 
LaJ~germs :Sk. I Il 
LaJ 1germs :Sk. I\~. 
Ru 'ank Ad.vancea 
En emble Drill 
La arus Series 
Ru bk Inter. 
Vic~or :Sam 13k. IV 
Victor :Sand. :Sk. III 
Vic tor :Sand :Bk. V 
De Caprio :Bk. I 
De Caprie :Bk. II 
Ru1.8.nk Elementary 
'I KJ.c
1
fe-Prescott 
:SerH:lett t s :Band :Bk. IV 
Fi1~oret s :Sand :Sk. 
Pre scott Techniq_ue 
JeT~ins Method ,._I . 
Ca-vhllini Caprices 
Author 
2 
H. Klose 
H .. Klose 
G. Langenus 
G. Langenus 
G. Langenus 
Vo:Kl!lan and Gower 
R.. C. Fussell 
J. E. Skornicka 
J. F .. Victor 
J. F. Victor 
J. F. Victor 
Dom. De Caprio 
Dom. De Caprio 
-l-N. W~ Hovey 
G. R. Prescott 
G. R. Prescott 
:Sae~ann Part II Carl J3aermann 
Smit~Yoder-:Sachman Technic Tim~ to Play 
Wei~emann Method 
'I Unirersal :Band 
Uni~on Scales 
Col~ Method 
Tot Us 28 Methods 
Pop. Heter. 
14 
+2 
17 
1.5 
..5 
,.5 
'4 
2 
12 
,2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
; 
;r. 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10 
Homo. Av. Month 
te finish 
5 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
18 
6 
24 
1.5.8 
8.3 
8.J 
8.3 
12 
9 
12 
9 
9 
9 
6 
6 
18 
9 
9 
8 
6 
17 • .5 
6:( 
\ 
il 
I 
i 62 p 
' ·, 
I· • 
I 
I 
-
TABLE XVJ:I I 
CLARINET .METHODS ANALYZED . TO DE'TERMnm 
i 
POPULARITY FOR PRIVATE STUDY 
I 
: I 
i I 
i Methods Author Pop. Av. Months I . 
I to finish 
! 
.. 
:l l 2 1 4 
K:~~ se :Sk-. I R. Klase 16 1.,5.8 
K: ose :Bk. II H. Klose 1.6 24 
RJlba.rik Elementary N. w. Hovey 10 10 
\ ~l~ank Intermediate J. E. Skornicka 8 10.2 
R'h>ank Advanced H. Vo:x:man and 
~ w. Gower 9 12.8 G. Langerru.s 9 8.3 L genus Ilk. I L~ezma :Sk. II G. La.ngerru.s 9 8.3 
L ,1 genus :Sk •. III G. Lange nus 9 8.3 
L . za.ru.s :Sk. I . La,zarus I .r 17 
L"zarus :Sk. li- . Lazarus I 8 17 
L,:'lza.ru.s :Sk. II.! Lazarus 8 17 
K: I@ sa-Prescott G. R. Prescott 
.5 18 
:s. ~~rmann :Sk. I Carl :Baermann 2 17 • .5 
:s, ~ermann :Sk. II Carl :Saennann 3 1? • .5 
:a~ 11ermann ':Bk~ II I · Carl :Baerma.nn 4 1? • .5 I . 
:B ~erman.n :Sk. IV Carl :Baemann 2 17·.5 
K: :Yoepsch. :Sk. I F. Kroepsch. ! 2 
XJ~oepsch :Bk. I1 F. Kroepsch 2 
K:~epsch :Bk. III F. Kroepsch 2 
K ~epsch Bk. IV F. Kroepsch I 2 
D~ Caprio :Sk. I Dom. De Caprio 2 8 • .5 
D :: Caprie :Sk. II Dom. De Caprio 2 8 • .5 
C'~allini Caprices i 2 8 
2 ~ Etudes A. Perrier I 2 I E. ~lsy Steps to :Sand. M. Ta¥lor I l 9 
I .ter. Steps to Band M. Taylor 1 1 9 
P '(res Scale H. s .. Whistler l 
V 
1
1JOitan and Jean-Jean 1 
e J. Hetzel : 1 12 H~tzel Visual W 1ideman L. Eric Simon 1 
A,bont 1 
I Sflected Studies R. Vo::&Illan l 9 
I! 
I ' 
I; ! 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
' 63 I 
r 
,., 
e Tao1e XVIII (Concluded) I 
II 
Method Author Pop. Av. Months 
to finish 
Ill 1 z 1 4 
Selli!ler 1 12.5 
Kl~lse-Lazarus R. s. Whistler 1 9·3 Pr~scott Technique G .. R. Prescott 1 
Me ,ody Time F. L. :Bachtel 1 9 
Go,l!nstan Series D. Gornston 1 
Te~al JZ Metbods 
I 
i TABLE XIX ! 
NUM:BER OF SCROOLS USING A 
SERIES OF METHODS 
. 
- . 
I Series Reter .. Romo. Cases Per Cent 
I 1 2 3 4 5 
Ruba.nk X 16 18.1 
Klf.se X 11 12.5 
J3elwin :Band. X 10 ll.J Ill to :Band 8 9 Easy and Intermediate Steps X Ill 4 4.5 Langenu.s X Sm~th-Yoder-:Bacbman X 3 J.4 Vi~tor Band .X 2 2.2 ~~~:;;io X 1 1.1 X 1 1.1 
Kreepsch X 1 1.1 
Kl~ae...:Prescott X 1 1.1 
Tatal 11 Series 4 z ,28 6~-2 
e 
I 
~ 
: The "popularity" of' each method was determined by the number of re-
s onses to each method at the various levils of teaching. The methods 
II ! 
'th the larger responses were listed in 6rder of preference. This index 
~ I 
"popularity11 _;ind.icate:;S, the extent o£ use of any given method but cannot 
construed as a measure of real value or worth because 'of the £act that 
I 
excellent met~~ds recently published'are not as yet widely known. 
I 
methods surveyed, however, were arranged in order from those most 
w ,dely used to those least widely used. The number of months the average 
p ,Pil would require in :finishing each method was computed by averaging the 
! 
e timates received. These estimates varied widely, illustrating a lack 
standards in the :field. 
Since the final data in this study were gathered from supervisors and. 
'l 
i 'strumental teachers in the pu. blic schools, and since class instruction is q 
u 'ed predominantly in these schools, more class instruction methods were 
:I 
lveyed and. analyzed tban were individual methods for private study. 
li ' 
T bles XIV through XVIII lists all methods surveyed and also indicate the il 
tp 1;pulari tylf responses for each level of instruction. 
i 
I 
I 
Interpretation of Q}l.estion Four.--- Table XIX shows that 65.9 per cent 
o , the schools surveyed used a cemplete series of methods and tl:a t 34.1 per 
11 : 
c nt used a single method or group of mixed methods. The schools using 
il ' 
m 
1
re tban one series of' methods, e,s revealed in the survey, adapted one 
:I 
f 1r homogeneous classes and another for heterogeneous classes. This ap-
p II ently indicates the desire of' supervisors to satisfy the needs of all 
p l!pils in the mu.sic program so that they might participate in both kinds 
I 
o · instruction. 
! 
! 
It also aids in the sche9-uling 
I 
of instrumental classes 
can meet in only one type of class instruction. This type of 
64 
p ocedure seemed to be preferred among su~ervisors and instrumental class 
t achers. Table XIX reveals those series ,of methods most commonly used and 
I p eferred. As indicated, more homogeneous series were used and preferred 
~ . I 
tl:~ were heterogeneous series.. Fifty-eight schools, however, used· one or 
II 
mc,re complete series. 
!\ :!~. l Interpretation s4_ Q.uestion llli·-- Table XX shows a list of those 
mE',hods which supervisors and instrumental teachers feund to be most su.c-
cE;rsful and also the number of supervisors who achieved the greatest success 
wjjth these methods. The total number of methods successfully used was 
. :I 
f;fty-four, ;:_f:_ which thirty were heterogeneous and twenty-four were homo-
geneous. This indicates that more heterogeneous metheds were found more 
St: cdessful than were the homogeneous type. However. the number of responsef: 
ii, favor of homogeneous methods was much greater, one hundred and twenty, 
I I 
w1 ile heterogeneous methods numbered only 'ninty-three. In light of the 
11 . ~ 
:f~ ct tbat more heterogeneous methods are being used successfully, one 
I 
I 
wcj~tld expect a much larger popular response. Such was not the case, hol'reve 
I . 
a~!l indicated in Table XX. It is interesting to observe that the same 
mE,thods appear at the top of the list consistently in every table, de-
no~ing the fact that these methods were most successfully used in the past 
I I 
~!I many schools, and that the newer methods have not as yet met with similro 
s1:fcess. 
i Interpretation of Question Six.-- Table XXI indicates the average time 
tl: ,kt certain beginning methods required in preparing pupils for ensemble 
I Of portuni ties. Not all the methods were included as the question did not 
rE~er to private study, but only to those beginning methods used for class 
ir.struction in homogeneous and heterogeneous groups. 
65 
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TABLE XX I :. 
: METHODS FOUND MOST SUCCESSFUL 
IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
i 
I 
I 
i 
"' 
I Meth0ds Reter. Homo. Pop. 
I 1 2 1 4 
~ ~ank Series X 42 0se Series i X 21 
II Ea f!>Y and Intermediate Steps to Band X 17 
BE ~win Series I X 14 
Lc ~genus Series X 11 I . Sri ~t~Yoder-Bachman Series ~ 8 
A ~e A Day X 7 
L8 I . 7 $arus Series X 
Bo I . 6 ~ sey and Rawkes Band X 
EIJ ~emble Drill X 5 
He-yzel Visual I X 5 Be~inning Band--Buchtel I X 4 E1t~enta.ry Band--Vi:xman & Gower I X 4 Un versal Band X 4 
II 4 Kl ·sa-Prescott X 
Vi~tor Series X 3 
Mo~ern Me10dy X 3 Pr~motion Band I X 3 
B '1 rma:rm Series I X 3 3211 Etudes--Rose X 3 
Lo khart Series 
I 
X 2 
Dell Caprio Series X 2 ' 
Un versal Teacher I X 2 I 0 a11ini Caprices 
I 
X 2· 
20 lj Etudes-Perrier X 2 
Ru~allk Supplementary I X 1 
Ro linson Series I :X: 1 
I . S I He~drickson eries :X: 1 
Ar~her Band Book X 1 
Ti~e to Play X 1 
I. !jdemann X 1 
ont ' X 1 
Tr 1 Form Folio I X 1 
~entials of Band Playing I 1 Es X 
Sm ~t~Yoder-Bachman Technic I X 1 
I 
i 
.\ 
II 
1\ 
(Concluded) 
Methods 
1 
F " st Steps to :Band 
:B bn,mng :Band Musicianship 
S :· er 
II V :Bodegraven 
:S~d Training--Marcini 
J II ns 
E ~menta:ry :Band--Van Dosen 
C -11 Fischer 
:Sl~ath Control, Tuningt II · 
Intonation Studies 
:s 11 inning :Band--:Buchtel 
So;· o and Ensemble :Band Folio 
I 
Co1 e Method 
II 
M ody Time 
:S nett's :Sand :Book 
Fi more•s :Band :Book 
ston Series 
ld of Music 
1 t s Elementary 
Reter. 
2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X. 
P e ato Instructor x 
Homo. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
24 
Pop. 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
213 
J 
The responses to question six were quite varied. Some supervisors and 
i ltrumental teachers felt that with heterogeneous instruction the pupil 
plticipated in ensemble work on his first lesson. Other teachers, II · · · . 
1!weyer. indicated that before any method could adequately prepare a :pupil 
f t ensemble work several months of preparatory study were required. As 
Tfb1e XXI indicates, teachers who used heterogeneous methods took from one 
~ to ten months to prepare pupils for ensemble work. The average time, 
I . . 
hG>wever, was a;ppro:rlmately three to four months. Homogeneous methods 
I., e.m..e..d....t_o_:t_e uil:e_a.lto_u.LtJ:lELsam..e_amoJlll.t...J>Ltil!la _an..cLas_tJ:lfLSJJ.J:.V..e ~ 
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T.AJ3LE XXI 
u I 
AVERAGE TD~ METHODS RE~RE IN 
I .. 
I 
PREPARING PUPILS FOR EN~LE WORK 
' I 
-
! 
I 
Methods Rater. Romo. Average~ reguire~ 
Months Weeks 1l9i}'"s 
•),· 
II 1 ... 2 '1 4 
Rll~ank: Elementary r_::.,..,_ X 4 
B ~win Elementary X 4 2 
B iwin Progressive X 5: 
'I :Bo~sey and Hawkes :Band X 2 
K · se I 'I X 9 :I 
Mo ern Melody X 3 II 4 2 Steps to :Band X I 
" th-Yoder-:Bacbma.n X 3 ]) II Caprio I I X 1 
. Vi~ tor :Band I X 5 R~r.zel 1 s Visu.al X 7 Re~d.rickson I X 2 2 
Un tversal Teacher X 6 
A fu.ne A Dey X 3 
Fi t,st Ste-ps to :Band X 3 
:Be ~in. :Band Musicianship X I 2 
Se 
I 6 mer ~--.-. ·. X 
'I 6 · Va;L:B0degraven X 
El ;. ':Band Van De sen x 2 
If La . 
-- 10 Kl P. sa.;;. zaru.s .. I X 1) 10 :Be~1inn:i.ng_ :Band Jm.chte1 X I ~t ber ·· X I 1 
Ge ~.er-Vo:x:ma.n E1em .. ·:Band X I 3 
' Un,versa.l :Band X 3 2 
.A ~~rld of:Music X 1 
Mi 1' scE1ementary Manring X 4 
Me lie:! First :Band :Book 1 
TQ~als ~2Z lZ 1.0 
r! 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
II 
[ I j . 
I!L 
Jl Plj1eparation ranged from one week to ten months. The average or mean 
llbth o:f time for both types of i~s.truction was approximately :five months. 
1 Inte~reta:tion- ~ Qp.est~on Sev:..~-· .Table XXIIa reveals the .strengths ~~alm:~·~es of· each method surv;eyed as reported by supervisors and in-
•frumentaJ. te...,b!>;rs in their analyses of the methods used by them With the 
criteria listed b~low. Question seven asked if the beginning method or 
m~thods in use did any o:f the following: 
II 
a) Furnish enough :fine melodies from which .to draw 
technical studies. 
b) Furnish material taken :from symphonic or orchestral works. 
c) Furnish any material :for advanced work. 
d) Furnish any review material. 
e) Present problems in logical sequence :from ea~ to 
- ''' ' ~· 
most difficult. 
:f) Present any folk tunes. 
The responses in each o:f the columns of Tables XXIIa and XXIIb show 
t~e total number o:f cases and the percentages they represent :for each cri-
'1 t~:rion in evaluating the methods surveyed. These tables are the results o:f 
t e evaluations made by supervisors and instrumental teachers using these 
'I l!lbthods. The c:ri terion having the largest response or greatest percentage 
ii the strongest point of the method in the opinion o:f the people who 
•llaluated these methods. A study of those tables will enable one to esti-
jite more clearly the mu.sical worth and content e:f each method as indicated. 
]er example, sbcteen supervisors and instrumental instructors unanimously 
c:~eed that the strongest point o:f the Ru.ballk Elementary method is that it 
I 
l,resents problems in logical sequence :from easy to most di:f:fieult. 
111 
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TABLE XXIIa. I ~. 
EVALUATION OF 'METHODS :BY SUPERVISORS AND INSTRUMENTAL 
INSTRUCTORS ON CRITERIA LISTED liN QUESTION SEVEN 
I 
I I 
I Methods Distribution o£ answers 
I I to question seven I ! i 
Jll ! a b c d e £ 
~allk Elementary I 8 6 11 1.5 16 13 ~win Elementary 9 7 7 10 11 10 
~win Progressive 1 1 l 1 l 1 psey and Rawkes 4 2 2 
.5 5 .5 
K ,rse Et. I 1 1 1 1 1 
·Ckbart :Bk. I l l 1 
:I I 4 M · :dern Melody 3 2 1 3 II . Ec~y Steps to Band ,, .. ,.. 10 9 8 10 13 1.5 Sn~ th-Yader-Ba.chma.n Element~ I 6 4 6 4 7 7 
DE ! Caprio ::Sk. I . I 1 1 1 1 1 
V-4ptor :Band ::Sk. I • I 1 1 l 1 '''1 1 
S if:Lber l 1 
E ~mentary ::Sand--Ve±man and Gower : 3 3 1 !3 2 1 
U: d. versaJ. :Sand 2 2 2 2 2 '2 
il 
•' M jtody Time l l 
A. ademic Metbad 1 1 1 1 
I 
A world o£ Music 2 2 2 2 
M; Ill's E1ementary-Manring 1 1 ., 1 1 
RE It z.el' s Visual 2 2 ··- 2 
.. 
3 3 3 
:HE ~ckson ::Sk. I 1 1 1 2 2 2 
U: 'iversal Teacher 1 1 1 
A 'be A Day 
I 
.5 .5 3 .5 4 8 II 1 1 1 T ,i Form Folia 
II I 1 1 1 1 1 "1 F :rst Steps to Band 
::SE:'ginning Band Musicianship 3 1 1 3 4 4 
~:r;~degra.ven 1 1 1 1 1 1 
E !ementary Band--Van De sen I 1 1 1 1 Ft :Band . I 1 \. P _kiB£; the WflY.. . l 1 1 
I I 
I 
i 
I i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
., 
I 
1( 7:1 
. 
,'17/ 
i 
e TABLE XXIIb EVALUATION OF METHODS :SY SUPERVISORS AND INSTRUMENTAL 
INSTRUCTORS ON CRITERIA LISTED IN Q.UESTION SEVEN 
Methods Cases Distribution of percentages 
I to question seven 
I 
~I a;. b c d e f 1allk Elementary 16 50 37·5 68.7 93·7 100 81.2 
:s ·win Elementary 11 81.8 63.6 63.6 90.9 100 90.9 II . 
:s· win Progressive· 1 10(f 100 100 100 100 100 
:Sol~ s ey ~d Hawkes :Sand 5 80 4o 4o 100 100 100 
5sse :Sk .. I 1 100 100 100 100 100 
1· 
.J Lotk:hart :Bk,; I - :-;--._. 100 100 100 
11, . 4 75 50 25 75 100 Moiil.ern Melody Et:t~ Steps to :Sand 15 66.6 60 53·3 66.6 86.6 100 
Sn 1 t~Yoder~:Sacbman Elem. 7 85.7 57.1 85.7 57.1 100 100 
DE Caprio :Sk. I 1 100 100 100 100 100 100 
V:t. jctor :Sand :Sk. I 1 100 100 100 100 100 100 
St tu.ber 1 100 100 
El em. :Sand--Vexman and Gower 3 100 100 33·3 100 66.6 100 
Ur. iversal :Sand 2 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Me !iody Time l. 100 100 
Ac ademic Method 1 100 100 100 100 
A :lforld of Music 2 100 100 100 100 
Mi1l•s E1em.--Manring 1 100 . 100 100 100 .. 
He'~zel 1 s Visual 3 66.6 66.6 66.6 100 ioo 100 
HEndrickson :Sk. I 2 50 50 50 100 100 100 U11~ versaJ. Teacher 1 100 100 100 
J 62.5 62.5 27.5 62.5 50 A jfune A Day 8 100 T If Form Folio 1 100 100 100 F~st Steps to Band 1 100 100 100 100 100 100 
:S ,~in. :Sand Mu.sicianshi p 4 75 25 25 75 100 100 
S ,'!Lmer 1 100 100 100 100 
II 1 100 100 V :Bodegraven 
m~m. :Sand-Van Dosen 1 100 100 100 100 
F&r :Sand 1 100 
e :Esi,lving the Wa..v 1 100 100 100 
II 
i 
'I 
! 
II 
1.( 
Iii 
I 
Interpretation of Qgestion Eight.-- Table XXIII lists those methods 
rEferred to in question eight. Supervisor;s and instrumental instructors 
~ I i 
u 
1ing these various methods were asked to answer ei;q;b.er 11 yes11 or "no" to 
tJl question depending o~-~hether they thought the method or methods could 
~~ I 
o~\ could not be used in the hands of one not highly or adequately trained 
I 
o i the instrument. The number of responses to each method as shown in 
Td.>le XXIII indicates that each of the methods can be used in the hands of 
\1 :, '. 
o~t not highly trained on that particular instrument but trained in instru.:-. 
m ~tal musico Pages 4_6,.; and 4:7/in dhaptelJ V have given more information on 
l 
t 1 Lis question and its implications as they concern the various methods 
i 
I 
s t;rveyed. 
·I 
Interpretation of Question Nine.-- Table XXIV shows the reactions of 
p1 p:i.ls to various methods as brought out in the survey. Supervisors and 
nn: sic teachers were asked to check which of the following reactions pupils 
sl bwed to the method in use at each level of instruction: (a) enthusiastic; 
I 
( :) ,favorable; (c) unfavorable; (d) indifferent. The percentages found in 
tl~e. reactions to each method were based upon the total number of cases for 
t ~t metbod in the responses given. According to the survey there were one 
I 
ln~dred and thirty-two responses to (a), enthusiastic, of which seventy-
! 
.I I 
n ne showed enthusiasm for homogeneous methods and fifty-three for hetero~ 
I 
i 
. gE ;neous methods. As indicated in Table XJ}IV there is greater entlnlsiasm 
f<,t homogeneous methods than for heterogeneous methods. For Gb), favorable 
i 
t ere were one hundred and fifty-one responses. Of these, one hundred 
r 'sponses were favorable for homogeneous methods and only fifty-one re-
i . 
s 'onses were favorable toward heterogeneous methods. Only three methods 
m 't with unfavorable reactions while six met with indifference. Ninety-six 
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T.AELE XXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF SUPERVISORS ANSWERING 
"YES" OR fiNO" TO Q.UEST~ON EIGHT 
! 
Metbod.s Number "yes" Per Pnou Per 
II o:f cases Cent Cent 
1 2 1 4 I) 6 
Th: bank Elementary 20 16 75 4 25 
J3E lwin Elementary 11 9 81 2 19 
Be osey and. Hawkes Band 5 4 80 1 20 
Ll: zaru.s :Bk. I 6 5 83 .. 3 1 16~7 
KJ'ose Bk. I 15 11 73·3 4 26.7 
Lc ckhart Bk. I 1 1 100 
Me d~rn Melody 3 3 100 
Ell: BY: Steps to :Sand 12 11 83·3 1 16.7 
Lc .'J:J.genus ::Sk. I 4 3 75 1 zs 
SD dth-Yoder-Bachman Elem. 7 ~ 57.1 3 42 .. 9 
DE i CapriC~ Book I 2 21. 100 
Re tzel' s Visual 4 4 100 
'I 
Re ~drickson Bk. I 1 1 100 
UIJ ~'iersal Teacher 1 l ·:.'100 
A TUne A Day 7 6 85 .. 7 1 14.3 
TI i Form Folio 1 l 100 
Kl bse-Prescott 3 3 100 
Fj ~st Steps to :Sand 1 1 100 
:Be ~nning :Band. Musicianship 1 1 100 
Se ~mer . 1 1 lOO 
Ve. ~ :Bodegraven 1 I l 100 
E1 ementary Band.--Van Dosen 1 :]._ 100 
Fe t~ Band 1 ;LI 100 K1 ,
1 
se-lazarus 2 21 100 
St p.ber 1 11 100 
El~m. Band-Ve:gnan and Gower 1 1 100 
Un~versal Band . 2 2 100 
Me~od.y Time · 1 :1 100 
Ac emic Method , 1 ' 1 100 
e A For1d o:f Music 2 2 100 Mi 1' s Elem.-~Manriru!! 1 1: 100 
Te tals 11 Methods 120 98 82 22 18 
i 
i 
I 
! I 
1. 
, 
: 
' 
' ; 
I 
I 
i 
It I 
I 
TABLE XXIV 
PUPIL REACTION TO METHODS 
Methods 
II 1 
! 
Rt: ballk Elementary 
Rt.ballk Intermediate 
:ai;~a.nk Ad.vanced · 
:BEII.win Elementary 
:BE lwin Intermediate 
:BElwin Progressive 
I 
L.1: zarus :Bk. I 
L~ zarus :Bk. II 
L~ zarus :Bk. III 
KJ ose :Bk. I 
KJ a se Ec. II 
Lcck:ha.rt :Bk. I 
Lockhart :Bk. II 
Eli semble Drill 
M~, ern Melady 
R ank Supplementar,r 
5 ~I Masterpieces 
E~ "BY Steps to :Band · 
Ir.ter. Steps to :Band 
L~:~genus :Bk. I 
L~:~enus :Bk. II 
L~P,genus :Bk. II I 
Sn~ t~Yoder-:Bacr.anan I 
$n~ th..,.Yoder-:Bacbman II 
De i Caprio :Bk. I 
De ! Caprio :Bk. II 
P~:~es. Scales 
Victor Series 
II VoP,cnan & Jean-Jean 
Bo~linson :Bk. II 
:Be~win Ensemble 
He~zel's Visual 
·I • "01- I He ~a.r~ckson -OA.• 
HE ~drickson :Bko II 
3~1Etudes--Rose 
.A:1. cher :Band 
Heter. Hemo. No. of 
cases 
2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
% 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X: 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X: 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X: 
X 
X 
:X: 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X: 
4 
25 
20 
16 
13 
11 
4 
1 
3 
1 
19 
12 
1 
1 
s 
4 
3 
1 
lS 
11 
12 
9 
8 
6 
4 
s 
3 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
1 
44 
30 
so 
77 
72.7 
7S 
Jl.S 
41.6 
40 
50 
66.6 
100 
53·3 
45.4 
33·3 
44.4 
37·5 
33·3 
4o 
66.6 
100 
100 
100 
100 
20 
so 
50 
100 
Percentage 
. of responses 
b 
56 
70 
so 
23 
27.3 
2S 
100 
100 
100 
63.1 
S8.4 
100 
100 
60 
25 
33·4 
46.7 
4S.4 
58.3 
44.4 
50 
66.6 
100 
60 
33·3 
100 
80 
so 
so 
c a. 
2S 25 
9·2 9.2 
8.4 
11.2 
12.5 
100 
74 
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T ;1ble XXIV (Continued) 
I 
u 
2 
c 
A 
T 
:B 
:B 
:B: 
:B 
an 
.''!;~-
._-. :F 
:B 
s 
v 
:B 
J!l 
F 
p 
:s 
s 
:s 
·p 
I 
I 
Methods 
il 1 
!\ versal Teacher 
I 
; Etudes-Perrier 
;oepsch Series 
rvallini Caprices 
Tune A Dey 
i Form Folio 
o ~a-Prescott 
erman :Bk. I 
erman J3k. II 
ei-man Bk. III 
erman.:Bk. IV 
~'~:r,tVials of :Band Pleying 
· "th.:,.Yoder~:Bacl:lmsn Technic 
rst Steps to :Band 
gin_. :Band Musicianship 
lilier-·-· I -- . 
:Bode graven 
·: d Training--l~arcini 
ementary Band--Van Dos 
;I • :ren 
' :Band 
fV-1 the w 
'I ng a:y 
First Band Folio 
~ se-Lazaru.s . 
.I • n. :Band--::Bu.chtel 
:lo and Ensemble :B~ Folio 
I 
u'Qer 
escot.t Technique 
Ret_er. 
.2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:i 
X 
X 
X 
X 
E ·~m. :Band-Vo:xman and Gower X 
•I U '·versal :Band X 
M fody Time X 
P motion :Band :Book X 
B ~ett's :Band :Book X 
F lmore*s :Band :Book X 
F Method 
A Wer1d of Music X 
M ll's Elem.--Manri 
T rals 72 Methods 34 
I CeJl..t 44 .. 4 
75 
1/ ·:-
Romo. No. of Percentage 
cases of responses 
4 
~ b c d 
1 100 
X 1 100 
X 1 100 
X 1 100 
8 62 • .5 37·.5 
1 100 
X 2 -100 
X 2 .50 50 
X 4 .50 .50 
X 4 7.5 2.5 
X 2 .50 .50 
1 100 
2 100 
2 .50 .50 
3 100 
X 1 100 
.X 1 100 
1 100 
1 100 
1 100 
1 100 
1 100 
X 4 2.5 7.5 
1 100 
1 100 
X 1 100 
X 100 
3 66.6 33·3 
2 100 
1 100 
1 100 
2 100 
1 100 
X 1 100 
1 100 
X 1 100 
38 ! 292 
55.6: 45.2 51. 1 2 
nine-tenths per cent of the methods uJed, as indicated in the survey, 
. I 
with favorable or better than favarabJ:.e.reactions, which supports the 
c ritention that these metboCis are interesting am worthwhile for public 
s ilool use. · 
I Interore~ation .Qf. Q;u.estion Eleven.-- Table XXVa shows the distribution 
o :I responses to question eleven effecti~ 1each beginning method. The cri-
' I 
t ria or essential points of consideration for judging or selecting a methoc 
a ijlisted in question. ~leven are included in Tables XXVg and XXVb. Table 
shows the number of cases and the percentage for each criterion. The 
six cri terla in the tables were listed by the persons answering the 
' 
estionna.ires and tabulated to show other influences than those listed in 
e. choice of a method or methods.· As ''ifuiicS.ted in the report the most im-
are those receiving the largest number of responses. In 
'selection of a method_ however. all criteria must be considered. 
' 
' 
REPORT ON COMMENTS OF SUPmVISORS 
':.1· .. 
:\ Some of the supervisors and instrumental 
I [ 
instructors who have responde 
~I . <·'. , 
t ·I the questionnaire felt that they could not. give .an adequate report of the 
m :terials in use because their teaching schedules did not allow a:ey- appre-
1 
' i : . . .. ·.· . 
c able time for surveying the overall prog:r:ams. However, the variaus com-
1 
m ts.or criticisms received from these supeTvisors and instrumental teacher ,, 
·I ... 
'I . ·.· . 
w 'e that: (a) finances did not allow the beying of new materials; (b) the ! . . . . ' 
p }g~am was too young; and (c) adequate time .for training of students was 
n t available. 
In the case of certain methods. some states adopt them as official 
I In the s~ate of Louisiana, the methods 
I 
schools as reported in the su.rv 
books in all public schaols. 
~ . 
?pted and furnished free of charge to 
76 
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TABLE XXV a 
I 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO TEE 
CRITERIA EFFECTING EACH METHOD 
e I I I ' :i 
I 
I Methods Distribution of responses to criteria I 
' ~ ... 
I abcdef .e:hi_ik 1 m n o -p q r s t u 
B: ~ba:nk Elem. 7. 2 6 2 2 4 10 1 J 4 2 8 4 2 1 
E ebrin Elem. ~~1 s 61 1 10 21 s 6 2 4 2 J 1 
E ~lwin Pro gres si ve ~~1: 1 1 1 ]. 1 
E iose::<r & Hawkes - '2 1 1 2 1 4 2 1 4 ·: lJ~ 2·- 2·~11 
K 1ose Ek. 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
M 1dern Me1odv 2 2 i i 
E ~s:v Ste-os to :Sand 6686461221S7ll4~22 1 1 1 1 
s Y. E. Elem. '3 1 1 1 1 5 2 1 2 '3 4 
]) ~. Ca-prio Ek. I 1 1 1 1 1 1 "'1 1 
v cto:r :Sand Ek. I 1 1 1 1 
H ~tzell s Visual 2 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 1 
H ~ndrickson Ek~ I 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 
u tii ve:rsal Teacher 1 1 1 
A 'l!une A Dav 1 6 6 s 5 7 1 1 4 8 1 •· 
T ~io Form Folio 1 
:K iose-Prescott 1 1 1 1 
F rst Ste-ps to :Sand .·····"' -~· 1 1 1 1 1 1 
E ~~~in. :Sand Mus. --·z-1 1'2 1 3 3 '.2 2 1 1 
s ~lmer .~- 1 1 1 
E em. :Sand-Van Dosen 1 1 1 1 
F a.v· :Sand 1 1 1 1 
p ~ving the ·wa.v 1 1 
01 ~ First :Sand Folio 1 1 1 1 
s uber 1 1 1 
E ,.,em. :Sand-'V o :x::man and 
i! Gower 2 '3 2 i 1 2 2 2 i 1 1 
U: ~i versa 1 :Sand 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 
M ~lod.y Time 1111111 I 1 1 1 1 1 
A l::ademic Method 1 1 I 1 1 
A 'iWorld of Music 2 1 1 2 ! I 2 1 I 
M 11' s E1em. 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T '~tals JO ]816 8,202]226616 427.47. 7.7.282212 4 2 1 1 1 1 
I 
I 
e I Ill 
.. I 
. -
. i 
! I 
' 
' I 
II 
; I' 
e 
T.AJ3LE XXY b 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OFlRESPONSES 
TO CRITERIA l 
I 
I 
ll 
1/Criteria No. of cases 
'i 1 
a~ General attractiveness 
b Durability and binding 
c Reasonableness of cost 
d ,Accuracy o:f print 
e) Pictures or illustrations 
:f) Charts 
g) Variety of playing material 
b) Popularity 
i) Publisher 
j) .Author 
k) Motivation 
1) Interest 
m) Plainness 
n) Style of method (Homo. or Eeter.) 
o) Size of method 
-pi) Logical s~quence 
I 
I 
- :) Melodies and good music 
.
·,.;·l· Easy fundamental problems to advanced presented 
 in an explainable manner 
Stress unit reading 
t:l/ Good basis ;for developing reading 
) Simplicity of presentation and for the 
.1 immediate :functional application to 
1l ensemble -plavin.e: with all instruments , 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i I 
2 
38 
16 
48 
50 
23 
29 
66 
16 
4 
27 
47 
77 
28 
22 
12 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Per cent 
3 
45.2 
19 
57.1 
59-5 
27-3 
39-~.5 ,, 
78.8 
19 
4.7 
J2.1 
5.5.8 
91.6 
33·3 
26.1 
14.2 
4.7 
2.J 
1 
1 
1 
1 
78 
,. 
'· ) 
1:: 
n 
are,: Eelwin Progressive, :Selwin Intermediat-e, @ld Ensemble. Drill. The 
t~o official series of class methods for the state of Texas are the Victor 
;§~and. Maurice TQYlort s ~ Steps .iQ. :Sand and Intermediate Stens to :Sand. 
T~e latter is considered preferable by the teachers using this series. 
!I 
:I Some of the criticisms or judgments made of ·certain methods were: That 
t te Smith-Yoder-Eachman Elementary Method1 was found to be very unsatisfac-
I 
tP,ry in the high register. One supervisor, however, believed the Smith-
'! Ybder-:Bacl:Jman Elementary Method to be very well graded and particularly 
:I 
s~rong for clarinet in private, homogeneous, or heterogeneous instruction. 
I 
! 
T~e Smi th-Yoder-:Sacbman Intermediate Method was also thought to be satis-
i . 
f~ctory but supervisors decided it could not be taken too fast, especially 
I 
iP, the lower grades.· The Rubank .. series was considered. very good for :pri-
1 
v~te or homogeneous instruction, but the one criticism noted. was that it 
b~crune too difficult too quickly. The Eoose;y,: and Hawkes :Sand Method. was 
fpUnd by some supervisors to :produce results not wholly satisfactor,r. 
~k ~wer ~ Voxm.an Elementar;z :Sand. Method was very well liked because 
I II t~e xepresentations of ne•-r fingerings wer:e well illustrated. by pictures of 
t~e instrument.. Easy Steps Manual was considered. to be outstanding. The 
!1 [ . 
b~ginners book, however, was found. to be much superior to The Easy Stens 
•I 
'I ; 
I~_permediate Metmcl, not only for clarinet but for all instruments. Modern 
~by Eugene Erose was crit~cized for its printing, but highly praised. 
J~r its motivation for pupil practice. ~ter nine years of experimenting 
lth various methods, one supervisor found. this :particular method the most 
I 
i~teresting and the most motivating. Preparato;y Instructor:by E. C. Moore 
~hs indicated. as being quite thorough but~, ~ch too 11 dryll for nine and ten 
'J :ear old pupils. 
79 
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v 
Chapter VI reperted the findings ef the q_uestionnaire as they pertaine, 
t the methods surveyed. All q_uestions were interpreted separately and the 
r ;sults illustrated on tables. 
i Jstructors were also included 
clsms ef the methods-surveyed~ 
Oemments made by supervisers and instrument: !L 
representing some of the judgments and critij 
80 
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CRAFTER VII 
A METHOD OF EVALUATING CLARINET TEXTBOOKS 
Evaluations of Metbods 
The pur:pose of this chapter is to evaluate nine leading elementary 
c]!arinet methods found to be most successfully used throughout the country 
I 
a reported in the survey. These nine methods were selected for analysis a~ study on the basis of their popularity and importance as indicated in 
T lhles XIV and XVIII. The criteria to be used for these nine evaluations 
w:Jll be tbo se evolved by Tom TuxbyfillVin a previo'P:.s study by him and jus-t~fied by the writer in Chapter III of this study •. In the opinion of the 
althorities cited the criteria used for these evaluations are important for 
eitablishing the musical worth and value of any method of study. .These 
i f!Portant points were considered and used in making the nine evaluations 
w ;rl.ch follow. 
In conjunction with this study another evaluation of the same elemen-
tF clarinet methods was also made by D~. Stephen Farnum at Boston Univer-
s ty, who is a leading music educator w:i th w:ide experience in the instru.-
1 m~ntal teaching field in the public schools of East Providence. Rhode Islan<\ 
C#,art I of tl:rl.s chapter has been devised to show the results of Dr. Farnum'Eo' 
llyses and those of the writer. Chart II has been devised to show the 
I! I 
r ,sul ts of the same methods as reported in the survey and analyzed by the 
Jl 
..:!:41om B. Turbyfill, 11 A Survey and Evaluation of Elementary Clarinet Methods", ~tate College of Washington, Washington, 1941. 
81. 
e CHART FOR THE JllVALUATIONS OF J thod of Scoring NINE CLARINET METHODS ~ \...:> l:Q~bj ro. :> tdc+t:>;:l ~ I (ll 0 (ll 0 II' 
E'l (Excellent) .5 :pts 0 '( ct-~0 ~ ~ ~~· 0' rJl ~ 1:'1 t'i' rJl ~ ~:s: 1 (Good.) 3 :pts (ll (ll (ll (ll . ::s 1-'l'Jl~ (ll ~~~ F i (Fair) 1 :pt H - td (ll l'Jl ~ :> H (ll H c+ p I (Poor) 0 :pts <: 10 5 H tj ·l'Jl 
.... ~ p. ~ rJl 
Criteria 12121~1212121212l2 
·Kahn 
.~ Far!llllll 
Chart I. Evaluation of Nin~ Leading Elementary 
Clarinet Methods 
82 
I 
I I ! 
'! 83 
I ~,?, 
I'' 
: 
' e i j:i \.,) <IP:1 ~~ rJl tJ> b:1 1:9 0 ~ 1-'· ~ • (0 cl-s;ll ~ r.a tile!- ~ 0 t-< § ~ 0 til g.~ (0 ~ ~~ Wr.a . l::rl<"<l ~ (0 w 1-'- ~~ H r.a«j .. (0 t:$ §~ - I r.a go H ~ H p.~ 0 
I HP., 1:::1 ttl ttl ~ 
I Criteria 
i Per Cent 
v :iriet:v 100 100 100- 100 100 87.5 100 100 100 
M ~s. of the 
M II 100 25. 66.6 4o 57_.1 62.5. 63.6 60 '37.5 asters 
F .lk Music 100 100 100 100 100 90.9 100 81:.2· 
R ~viewin.e: 100 _75 100 100 57.1 62.5 90.9 66.6 9'3.7 
s ~quence 100 100 100 100 100 1)0 100 86.6 100 
p tlactica1it:v 7'3.1 100 80 S7.1 81). 7 81 83.3 100 
M '~tivation 100 75 60 50 60 58.1 4o 
s lze 25 1.6 20 
:B lndin.e: 11.1 25 100 200 10 50 20 
p ~int 100 66.6 50 _10 75 60 50 90 
.A rr:vanced 
m terial 100 25 66.6 4o 8_5_._7 2_7.5__ 63.6 53.1 68.7 
I hustrations 50 25 20 67.5 10 11.) 20 
A ~tracti veness 66.6 so 100 60 17.5 70 50 70 
T ~chnicaJ. 
s lfu.dies 100 75 66.6 80 85.7 62.5 81.8 66.6 so 
c ~:st 11.1 25 100 60 7S 50 '50 60 
c tlarts so 33.3 25_ 20 20 6?.S 10 50 4o 
P$.'ou1ari t:v 50 40 12.5 20 17.7 10 
Pli1!b1isher 20 10 8.1 
A~tbor _50 2'5 4o 17 .. S 50 41.6 )0 
I terest 50 66.6100 100 80 1 100 90 91.6 90 
p 1ainness 66.6 25 I 12.5 4o 33.3 80 
s ~:Vle 11.1 25 100 50 41.6 4o 
II 
Chart II .. Survey-Evaluation of Nine Leading Elementaxy 
Clarinet Methods by f;lupervisors and Instru-
mental Teachers 
e I I ! 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
li, 
tie various supervisors and. instrumental instructors covered in the survey. 
Cfha,rt I appears on :page S2, and. Chart II appears on page S3 • These evalua-
t~ons are not made for comparison so much as for testing the appropriatenes 
tl ' 
olf. the criteria as a basis of evaluation and analysis. 
11 lj In evaluating these methods a five :ppint scale was also devised for 
I 
e~ch of the criteria used in rating the methods. The method of scoring 
I 
f~llows: 
I 
I (1) E (Excellent) - five points 
I 
(2) G (Good) 
(3) F (Fair) 
(4) P (Poor) 
- three :points 
- one :point 
- zero points 
In showing the evaluations of methods analyzed by the supervisors and 
i '1 strumental teachers in Chart II, a different method of scoring was lj 
a~opted. Since it was impossible to use the five :point scale, estimates 
II . 
o the reaponses to each of the criteria listed in the q_uestionnaire were 
I 
I 
cqmputed and the percentages given instead. For this reason and because 
I 
all the criteria were not listed in the q_uestionnaire a comparison of these 
,, 
s~parate evaluations was not made. The only criteria adopted for use in 
I 
i 
t~ q_uestionnaire were those essential :points of consideration for gatherin 
i 
i::li'ormation not obtainable elsewhere.. ThOse criteria not included in the 
q ~estionnaire, it was felt, could be appropriately used in a study of the 
m
1
terial itself. 
I 
Chart I shows two separate evaluations of nine of the most popular 
c 'rarinet metbods used in public school teaching as reported in the survey. 
I 
T ese two evaluations were made by Dr. Stephen Farnum and the writer inde-
p ,ndently of each other. Each method was thoroughly studied with the 
84 
,I 
II 
cr teria listed in Chapter III and the results tabulated in Chart I as 
sll~wn. A study of these evaluations by Dr. Farnum and the writer will re-
ve~l a close appreximation in the two separate analyses made o:f the methods 
seP..ected. This might be construed as an indication that the criteria used. 
1  valid and can be used by :future teacbers and supervis0rs .wishing to makE 
I 
ar 1~ analysis of desirable methods for school us~. 
Chart II shows the evaluations of the nine methods which were surveyed 
a! a analyzed by the supervisors and instrumental teachers throughout the 
c~try on the basis of their knowled;;e and experience. The percentages 
a4,ived were estimated on the basis of total number of cases for each cri-
t ~rion and the number of responses to each method. Chart II reveals the 
!/ 
I s rong and weak points of the methods analyzed. It can- be said that all the 
m jthods are more or less strong on the most essential criteria listed. All 
m jthods are comparatively strong in variety of material~ folk music, .logi-
ca.I seq_uence, motivation and interest. These are primarily the strangest 
ffatures of the.methods surveyed and the most important points of considera 
tjion ~n the cho~ce of a method or methods as indica.-ted by the people in the 
fP,.eld of instrumental instruction. The other criteria listed are alse 
el~sential and must be given the same consideratic;m:when selecting a methocl 
a k evaluati~g it for school use. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter presented three separate evaluations of nine leading 
E U.ementary clarinet methods for school use by supervisors and instrumental 
,leachers. These evaluatiens were the results of independent study and anal-
;1sis by music educators in the :field and by Dr. Stephen Farnum and the 
II 
85 
' Wli ter th.r'eugh independent analyses ef these methods. The results thus 
ol: !:i~ined and shown in Charts I and II ind~cate that the criteria used in 
t ~s study are apprepriate f0r making evaJ,Ua.tiems ef methods ef study. 
' 
T'. ~s is .impertant because ether music edudaters desiring the use ef certain 
'l 
m~ it erial s can acquire a mor.e valid descri:J1?tien ef these materials thr0ugh 
t e use 0f the evaluation chart and the criteria listed. 
I 
CRAPTER VI II 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
Results of the Study 
Problem of the Study.-- Tbe purpose of this study has been to make a 
s1: r:vey of the public schools throughout the country to detennine which cJ~~inet methods were in general use and the order of their popularity and 
in~ortance. Other data pertaining to the .methods and practices used were 
'I 
scught also in the questionnaire sent to various supervisors and instru-
wptal teachers. In addition, this study also included an analysis of the 
n '1ne most widely used methods reported in the survey. Two separate analy-
s js and evaluations o:f these nine methods were made by a leading music edu-
Cl. tor, Dr e Stephen Farnu:m, and the writer. .An analysis of these same meth-
o s was made also by the supervisors and instrumental instructors respond.in 
'I I 
t 
1 
the questionnaires. All the results of the questionnaire responses were 
I 
t • bulated and set up in tables for study and. analysis. Through the results 
!J. . : . 
o "tained from the survey and the ti'I'O separate analyses by Dr. Farnum and. ~ ' 
tt:te writer, tbe use of certain criteria was found. appropriate for .evaluatin I 
111~tbocls of study. .An evaluation chart was clevisecl also for the purpose o:f 
n :king these and other evaluations, with the criteria listed, by future 
E pervisors and teachers. 
I 
/ ~Justification of the Criteria.-- Chapter III has attempted to 
.. fstify the use of the criteria evolved by Tom :B. TurbyfillV:for purposes 
: I 
I 
.Jbom B. Turbyfill, II A Survey and Evaluation of Elementary Clarinet Metbodsl1, !~tate College of Washington, Washington, 1941. 
87. 
I' 
of making these evaluations of methods. Many of the leading authorities 
i~ the field of music education were quoted in the justification of the 
I 
c~iteria. In the opinion of these educators the criteria developed were 
·-II 
co~sidered to be necessary and important in the evaluation of methods and 
il 
textbooks. This conclusion was affirmed in the separate evaluations of 
t il most widely useQ. methods reported in the suxvey. The criteria as such w.l~e found apPropriate for evaluating methods of study. 
The Instruments.-- In making this survey a questionnaireY and an ac-
i 
ccmpanying let.terz!were set up for obtaining the best results possible. 
I 
A indicated in the report the combined letter and questionnaire proved to 
b an effective set of instruments, as judged by the number of responses. 
F rty-three and three-tenths per cent of the questionnaires sent to su;per~ 
v ~~ors and instrumental teachers were returned. The letter explained the 
p !i.rpose of the survey and the information desired with any other sugges-
, . 
t ons or remarks which might be of aid. The people answering the question.--
n :Jires we~e most cooperative in submitting the information requested. 
The q'\lestionnaire was construot~d; simply and understandably so as not 
t
1
1 
take too much of the personr s time in answering it. It is assumed tbat 
tl:le reasons for such a large response were that the questions were so few li . i 
8~d so easy to answer, and that the survey wa~ felt to be needed by all who 
:r:articipated in it. 
! 
.J See Appendix 0, P. 99. 
~ 
..2See Appendix ::B, P. 97. 
I 
i 
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1\ 
II 
, Resul:\1§. 2f the Survey.-- As a result of the survey the follo"\ll'i.ng con-
(l) 81.5 per cent of the schools surveyed. offered instrumental instruc 
11 tipn in the first year, 67.6 per cent in the second year, 50 per cent in th 
II tb~rd, 42.6 per cent in advanced classes, and 45.3 per cent offered private 
le~sons,. 
:1 (2) During the first two years the majority of schools found. hetero-
geneous instnction more desirable but after that ':time more homogeneous 
ii ·r· truct ion was preferred. 
(3) 54.5 per cent of the schools surveyed. used a complete series of 
mEiithod.s, while 45.4· per cent u.sed various methods from different series 
i stead.. 
· ( 4) Supervisors and. instrumental teachers in general 'itere not wholly ~tisfied with a:ey one methoa of study and therefore, resortea to e:xperi-m~nting with as many methods as possible until they found the one best .. 
I 
s ~ted to their school and situation. 
(5) Variety of material was the most important criterion listed in the 
I 
cllioice of a method or methods. Supervisors and teachers were of the 
opinion that it is necessary to have an abundance of song material in order 
t!l interest the student and afford. him a wider repertiore of music for 
II 
!I 
~!reater appreciation and understanding. 
'
1 ( 6) Substantial agreement existed. among supervisors and. teachers of 
n:p.sic in the method of selection of material sui table for class and private 
~ ;hstruction. The methods selected as the most popular for each level of 
baching were consistently rated highest by the majority of responses in-
<,'icating that these methods have met with good results. The survey, as 
89 
re:JI>orted. by 97 per cent o:f the responses, showed tbat pupil reaction to 
a.1 the methods used. was :favorable or ent'hu.siastic. Only tbree per cent o:f 
th~ method.s -met with unfavorable or ind.i:f:ferent pupil reaction. This in-
di~ates that publishers are meeting the needs o:f music ed.ucation in our 
!j 
puqlic schools in supplying material which meets the interests of pupils 
I 
I 
an~ teachers alike. 
'jj Value of ill Stul\Y...- This stud:y should be o:f service to other 
te lchers and. music educators in that it gives a birds-eye vie\'r of present 
I 
methods and practices used. in our public scbools. Much essential informa-
t · bn in the evaluation and analysis o:f current clarinet methods has been 
1 1evealed.. It is .the hope o:f the writer that such information will help 
o 
1bers in the choice of materials :for their particular school or situation. 
Til instrument constructed. for the purpose of making these evaluations o:f 
vJ...ious methods can be used also in the evaluation of other new material ~· . 
cqming into print regularly. Much of this new material may be used ad-
il 
v~tageously if appraised in the light of the criteria. listed \'l'i th the aid. 
I 
[ I a~ the evaluation chart devised. in Chanter VII. 
:1 2' ' 
I ~ill Further Research.-'- There is still a. need. for better method.s 
'i. 
of-f stud:y and. better practices in musical instruction in the public schools, 
i 
11hether :for clarinet or :for the overall p;rogram. No ideal method. has as ~i I 
;y it been published. so that further research and. stud:y for better instructio ~ 
n,'~st continue. 
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SCHOOLS P .ART I CIP ATING IN TEE SURVlJY 
ACCORDING TO :FOPUL.ATIONS 
Group I (500 to 10,000) 
Pr~scott Public Schools, Prescott, Arizona 
Elllcerrito High School, El Cerrito, California 
Pi 3dmont High School, Piedmont, California 
Mo ~C0\'1 Public Schools, Moscow, Idabo 
~ . 
Ch~ster Public Schools, Chester, TI.linois 
II 
Gr~ensburg City Schools, Greensburg, Indiana 
·.: I . . ·:. ,_.- ....... . 
Gr"nnell High School, Grinnell, Iowa 
II · -
Pr nceton Public Schools, Princeton, Kentucky 
RJ ton High School, Ruston, Louisiana 
II 
01~ Town Public Schools, Old To>m, Maine 
Cl:~rlotte Public Schools, Charlotte, Michigan 
Gijpsse Point Elementary Schools, Grosse Pointe 30, Michigan 
II Wajhington, Lincoln., and Jefferson Grade Schools, St. Joseph, 
Lepanon Public Schools, Lebanon, 1-iissouri 
Rclfla High School, Rolla, Missouri 
Scmersworth Public Schools, Somersworth, New Hampshire 
F~~r· Lawn High School, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 
• Jedon Pu.blic Schools, l!aledon, New Jersey 
Ellsenhower Jr. High School, Carlsbad, New Mexico 
M~oresvil1e City Schools, Mooresville, North Oexol.ina 
J Wr1estown Public Schools, Jamestown, North Dakota 
92 
Michigan 
J",
1
,kson High School, Jackson, Ohio 
I . 
'! 
01 'arfield Public Schools, Clearfield, Pennsylvania 
Ea' 1t Stroudsburg High School. East Stroud.s~urg, Pennsylvania 
M:iJersville High School, Minnersville,- Pelsylvania 
Fr~ckvil1e Public Schools, Frackville, Pe~J.vania 
Setrickley Public Schools, Sewickley, Pennsylvania 
I . 
Yarton Public Schools, Yankton, South Dakota 
Oo~orado City Public Schools, Colorado, Texas 
!1 Gr~ High School, Graham, Texas 
Sa~ Marcos Public Schools, San }iarcos, Texas 
Oc~nto High School~ Oconto, Wisconsin 
welt Milwauke High School, West Milwa:uke, Wisconsin 
I 
I 
Pershing Elementary Schools, W~st Milwau.k:e, Wisconsin 
Mi+.wa:uke High School, Milwauke,. Wisconsin 
:1 Group II (10,000 to 25,000) 
EJ Durad.o PUblic Schools, El Durado, Arkansas 
Merced Public Schools, Merced, California·, 
11 . 
. I 
W:l:lliamantic High School, Williamantic, Connecticut 
' II . 
Oc,eu.r d'Alene School District, Coeur d t Al~ne, Idaho 
! 
T'orton Fractional Township High School, qa1umet City, Illinois 
t 2 "· I • D .s rict 10 Public Schools, La ~.rrange, I~lino~s 
S trling Public Schools, Sterling, Illinois 
NEw Castle Public Schools, New Castle, Indiana 
Cclffeyville Public Schools, Hopkinsville, Kentuclcy 
N ':Ville High School, Monroe, :Bath, Maine 
R chmond Jr. High School, Danvers, Massachusetts 
! 
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I 
Ho 
1
1ten Jr. High School, Danvers, Massachusetts 
[II 
L!ngton Public Schools, Lexington, Massachusetts 
~ . 
D 'I High School, North Adams, Massachusetts 
+era Falls High School, Tuxners FaJ.1s, Massachusetts 
Wilchester Public Schools, Winchester, Massachusetts 
Ni es High School, Niles, Michigan 
Calr Central High Schoolt Vicksburg, 
I 
Mississippi 
Mal?lewood-Richard Heights Jr .. High School, Maplewood, Missouri 
I 
Un on Township Public Schools, Union Township, New Jersey 
Co lloes High School, Cohoes, New York 
EJizabeth City High School, Elizabeth, North Carolina 
AJ liance Public Scb.ools. Alliance, Ohio 
C'Dyahoga Falls Public Schools, Cuyahoga, Ohio 
sl~ulpa City Schools, Sapulpa, . Oklahoma. 
MEdford Jr. and Sr. High School, Medford., Oregon 
I 
J3 istol Jr .. and Sr. High Schools, Bristol, Pennsylva.n:ia 
U lliontown Public Schools, Uniontown, Pennsylvania 
•janette High School, Oeanette, Pennsylvania 
N:(th Providence Public Schools, North Providence Town., Ehode Island 
S~aunton Public Schools, Staunton, Virginia. 
A~hland Public Schools, Ashland, Wisconsin 
oleyenne High School, Cheyenne, Wyoming 
~ck Springs High School, Rock Springs, Wyoming 
Group III (25,000 to 50,000) 
.A. hambra. Elementary Snhools, .Alhambra, CaJ_ifornia. 
I 
~~~;:;oJ.ewood Public Schools, Ingle1oJ"ood, Californig r· 
94: 
1\ 
:Bo;,se City Public Schools, Elise City~ Idaho 
:i 
J"o,:ttet Public Schools, :Boise City, Idaho 
Paehcah Public Schools, Paducah; Kentucey 
:Be~ont Public Schools, :Belmont, Massachusetts 
it Inte:rmediate Jr. High School-, Jackson, Michigan 
Ja~kson High School, Jackson, Michigan 
~ " 
We~t Intennediate Jr. High Scbool, Jackson, Michigan 
Co IJ cord School District, Concord, New Hampshire 
Ill AlP.uq:uerg_ue High School, Albug_uerg_ue, l.ITew Mexico 
Lib Public Schools, Central District, Lima, Ohio 
Str.benvi11e Publ-ic Schools, Steubenvill-e, Ohio 
George Wasbington High Scbool, Danville. Virginia 
P !I kersburg High School'" Parkersburg, West Virginia 
St~erior Public Schools, Superior, Wisconsin 
. Grou;p IV (50,000 to 100,000) 
Phoenix Pu'Plic Scbools, Phoenix, Arizona 
'?T llard Jr. High School, Willard, California 
TP-eodore Roosevelt Jr. High School, San Jose, California 
Cl bell Public Schools, Cambell, California 
N~w :Britain Public Schools, New :Britain, ConnectiCllt 
.E~st St. Louis Element~ School, East St. Louis, Illinois 
E~st ebicago Public Schools, East Chicago, Illino.is 
Mldford Public Schools, Medford, Massachusetts 
\~'lst District Scbools, E. :B. Russell Jr. High School, :Brocton~ Massachu.sett 
'tilst Orange District Public Schools, East Orange, New Jersey 
J'l'l 
'~il ton Public Schools, Ohio , 
~ ' 
95 
School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
I 
S~~on High School, Sharon, Pennsylvania 
I Go~f Jr. High School, Slater Jr. High School, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
li Group V (Over 100,000) 
I Ap~ os Jr. High School, San Francisco, California 
'I I . 
Ne~ Haven Public Schools, New Haven, Connecticut 
De~ver Public Schools, Denver, Colorado 
!J . . . Bo ton Public Schools, Boston, Massachusetts 
El zabeth Public Schools, Elizabeth, New Jersey 
I 
Ne~ark Public Schools, Newark, New Jersey 
!I 
P ladelphia Public Schools, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Ma~rY High School, Norfolk, Virginia 
i 
Br~ckenridge High School, San Antonio, Texas 
:I 
Dal.i-las Public Schools, Dallas, Texas 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
1: 
I 
I 
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De ·r Sir: 
'! 
I 
William Henry Kahn 
6 Parkwood Terrace 
Jamaica Plain 30, Massa~J:m.setts 
January 8, 1951 
: As a part of a program of graduate studies I am engaged in a survey 
of !materials used for clarinet instruction, in the public schools. It 
wo ~ld be of great assistance to know o:f what materials and methods are in 
us~ in various school systems~ and 1'rhich ottes have been found the most 
su !table. , 
:I If you are offering clarinet instruction as a part o:f your school pro-
gr~ and would be willing to assist me in this survey, please fill out the 
en~losed data-:form and return it in the self-addressed envelope. If you 
ar~ not o:f:fering clarinet instruction, would you acknowledge this facj; by 
reyurning the unanswered data-form. Your cooperation will be greatly 
ap~reciated. 
I A SUllllll8.Ty o£ the survey results will· be prepared and made available to 
al~ those participating in the f!;U.rvey ~bb req_uest it. (Use the form 
pr~nted below :for this purpose.) 
ll 
I 
~I 
S(ncerely·yours, 
William H. Kalm 
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
De[k Mr. Kahn: 
I 
ID.J 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
1/ 
Enclosed is my answered/unanswered data~form. Please consider this 
req_uest for a copy of the summary of the survey on clarinet instruction. 
N.AME 
ADDRESS 
CITY AND STATE . ; 
TJ IS SURVEY IS :BEING CONDUCTED IN PliRTIAL FULFILlMENT OF TEE REQ.UIREMENTS 
I ' F R TEE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC AT :BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MUSIC. 
P :ffi1ASE OOOPJ!l:RATE :BY RETURNING YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE PROMPTLY. 
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SURVEY - EVALUATION OF CLARINET 
METHODS USED IN THE Pu:BLIC SCHOOLS 
Data-form 
1. School. __________________ ~------------------------------------------
Street __________ ~--------------------------------------------------City State. _____________ _ 
Z.. Your Name Position"------'-------------
3·~)Please list those clarinet methods used in your school for the levels o 
learning indicated below. b) Use a check mark to indicate whether the I 
1 method is used for heterogeneous or homogeneous classes. c) Indicate 
the length of time that it requires to complete the major portion of th 
material. 
( iL) :Beginning or first year classes 
I a) Method'---------- b) Heter. . Homo. c) Months II ll --11 - II ------ -- ----( 2) Second. year classes 
a) Method. _________ b) Heter. Ramo. c) Months __ _ 
11 II --11 -- It 
3). Third year classes 
a) Method. __________ b) Heter. Homo. c) Months 
u ·u - n - n ----
.4) Advanced classes 
a) Method'----------- b) Heter.. Homo. c) Months 
ll II -fl -- II ----
5) Private Study 
a) Method _________ _;b) Heter._Homo._ c) Months 
It II II II ·-----
-- --4. Do you use a series that covers the various levels of instruction indi-
cated above? Yes_ No __ • I:f 11yes11 which Series? 
From your personal experience, what method or methods have proved most 
successful in your teaching? Does question apply to methods indicated 
above? Yes__:_ No_. If 11no 11 list methods in order of preference. 
Method-------------------------------------------------------------
tt 
II 
Row soon does beginning method indicated above prepare pupils for en-
semble opportunities? Months ____ Weeks _____ Days • 
Does beginning method or method in use do any of the following? Check 
if they do. 
a) Furnish enough; fine melodies from: \'Thich to draw tecbnical studies. 
1.00 
8. 
b) Furnish material taken from symphonic or orchestral vrorks. 
c) Furnish any material for advanced >"rork._ 
,, d) Furnish a:ny review material .. _ 
:
1
1
/
1 e) Present problems in logical sequence from easy to most difficult._ 
f') Present a.n:y folk tunes. __ 
9.1 
Is the material in the beginning method or method in use adequate for 
use in the hands of' one not adequately trained on the instrument? 
Yes_No __ 
What is pupil reaction to each method used at each level of instruction 
lst year 2nd year Jrd year Advanced Private 
I 
10. 
11. 
12. 
a) Enthusiastic 
-~--b) Favorable 
c) Unfavorable 
d) Indifferent 
Circle the lowest grade level in which pupils may enter your beginning 
fusj;'~_ntl;il.classes and place an X to indicate the highest grade from 
which they may enter. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Check which of' the following points of co:t;tsideration influenced you in 
your choice of method or methods. 
a) General attractiveness 
b) Du.rabili ty and binding __ 
c) Reasonableness of cost 
d) Accuracy of print 
e) Pictures or illustrations 
f') Charts 
g) Variety of' pleying material _.._ 
h) Popularity 
. i) Publisher 
i j) Author 
k) Motivation 
1) Interest 
m) Plainness 
n) Style 
o) Size 
Other remarks: 
1.01. 
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Deer Sir: 
This card is a fo11ow-up on the form sent to you 
pertaining to 11 Fvaluat1on of 01 arinet Methods" the 
subject of ~ survey. The response to my questionnaire 
has been good and I feel that I sha11 be able to comp1ete 
my work and send you a synopsis of the results soon. 
If you have not returned the questionnaire as yet, 
would you ~lease do so just as soon aa ~ossib1e. In order 
to evaluate and prepare my materia1 it il essential that I 
have a11 pertinent faete by March 20. Your cooperation wi11 
be gratefu,1y appreciated. Thinking you for your whole-
hearted su~port I am, 
Gratefu1 1 y, 
Wi1 1 iem H. Kahn 
l 
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il 
Th! Problem 
1
1 The purpose and aim of tbis study has been to make a thorough inves-
ti ation and analysis, through a national survey, of clarinet methods used 
in: the public schools~ and to arrive at some tenable conclusions regarding 
t~ efficacy of various types of methods in school situations. 
Pr€1cedures 
The steps involved in this study have been: 
1. 
z. 
The selection and organization of a set of criteria for evaluating 
methods 
The construction of a q_uestionnaire and the use of it as a survey 
instrument 
J. The tabulation of data resulting from the survey 
4. The development of an evaluative chart for evaluating methods of 
study 
5. The study and evaluation of nine leading elementary clarinet 
methods reported in the survey. 
R sults 
Two hundred and fifty-one q_uestionnaires were sent to various music 
S'l~pervisors and instrumental instructors throughout the country. One 
:b~ed and eig:bt @Bstionna.ires were retUl'lled whic:b was a 4J.J :per cent 
r,~sponse. The S'llrVey sbo\".red that 81.5 per cent of the schools offered 
f~rst year instruction, 67.6 per cent offered second year instruction, and 
II 5f, per cent third year instruction, \llhile 42.6 per cent offered more ad-
~1 
vanced instruction, and 45 .J per cent offered private study. The metbods 
o,~ series of Jllethods reported to be most succes~~ully used for all levels 
c1k instruction were as follo'\'lS! Rubank; Easy Steps tci :Band and Intermediate 
I 
l 'te-ps to :Band; llelwin; A ~A ~; Smith-Yoder-llachman; lloosey ~ Hawkes 
1.07 
/ . I 
~ 
1
jf1; Ret~-~1 1 s Visual; :Beginning :Band Musicianshiy (3-wa;y); First Semester 
:B 11 d; Modern Melody; Klose; Langenus; and Lazarus. 
Other methods were reported in general use also, but with popularity 
an~ importance considerably less than those mentioned above. Fifty-four 
mejlihods or series of methods were used, of which thirty were for hetero-
gep.eous groups and twenty-four for homogeneous groups. The total response 
b~ the supervisors using these methods showed a greater number using homo-
ge~eous group methods than heterogeneous, indicating a preference for 
II 
teja.ching instruments of a kind together, whenever such is possible. As in-
dicated in the s-u.rvey, heterogeneous group methods were used with appar-
""l~ly satisfactory results where time and finances did not permit homogene-
ou s group instruction. 
The average time that each method req_uired in preparing pupils for 
exsemble opportunities approximated from four to five months. As to ! - - ' . 
wl~ther these methods could be used in the hands of one not adeq_uately 
t,llined ·on the instrument but trained in instrumental music, the response 
w~ s unanimously affirmative. Supervisors and instrumental instructors 
r ~pending to the questionnaire agreed that each of the methods could be 
uled by a teacher not highly trained on the instrument. 
The pupilst reactions to each method were reported as being favorable 
o enthusiastic. Ninety-six and nine-tenths per cent of the methods used 
mlt with better than favorable reactions by the pupils. This fact indi-
c~tes that these methods are sui table material for public school use. 
\I . 
II 
11 The lowest grade levels from which pupils could enter instrumental 
,, 
classes ranged from the third to the ninth grades. Tbe highest grade level 
f~om which pupils could enter instrumental classes were from the sixth to 
:1G8 
t II twelfth. The grades from wbich pupils are most commonly accepted for 
if
1
trumental work, as reported, were from the fifth to the ninth. Many 
~ . 
sc • ols. however, preferred to start their music programs at the fourth 
grbe level. 
II 
Several factors affecting the instrumental music program as reported 
in the survey were: (1) time available for instrumental classes; (2) schedul 
of school program; and (3) finances. 
Tbis study also includes three separate evaluations of nine leading 
elementary clarinet methods reported most successfully used throughout 
tlle country. The criteria developed have been used in the evaluations of 
t:b~se by the music supervisors in the field, by Dr .. Stephen Farnum and by 
tl:e writer. These evalu.ations were made not so much for comparison as to 
. illficate whether the criteria and the ev~uati ve instrument were appropriate 
fer evaluating methods of study. The nine "following methods were rated con I 
:I 
•ttently high in each of tbB more important points of consideration in-
a cated by supervisors and instrumental teachers in the field, as well as 
ll 
t i!lrough the findings of Dr. Stephen Farnum and those of the writer. The 
bE kinning methods evaluated were: Rubank Elem.entarr; Easy Steps .iQ. :Bani; 
:Bl~win Elementary; !. ~!. ~; Smith-Yoder-:Bacbman Elementary; :Boosey ~ 
Jwke@ :Band; Hetzel's Visual; :Beginning :Band Musicianship ()-way); and 
~l.· 
These methods were found to be comparatively strong on: variety of 
ilterial; folk music (with the exception of Klose); logical sequence; 
" ~ m~tivation; and interest. These were the strongest features of the methods 
ell"aluated and the most important points of consideration in the choice of a 
·I 
II m~thod or methods; as indicated in the survey. The other criteria listed 
II 
,, 
,, 
II 
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stpuld be considered also when evaluating and selecting a method for school 
usle. 
The focal point of this thesis was the separate evaluation of the nine 
le~ing elementary clarinet methodst to substantiate the appropriateness 
of the criteria and the evaluative instrument by which other supervisors 
arki. instrumental instructors can arrive at a valid appraisal in selecting 
!I 
IDE 'thods. -
!r ~ erpretation 21. Q;ue stionnaire Results 
J 
Chapter V of this study tabulated and summarized each of the questions 
i · the questionnaire for the number of responses and the results obtained-
±pter VI listed statistical information pertaining to each of the methods veyed. Each question in the questionnaire wa.s interpreted separately jli the results tabled. In general the interpretation of these results 
slowed that supervisors and instrumental teachers were not wholly satisfied 
w:i th all methods and tlJa.t no particular method was judged to be suited to 
e ery situation. In accordance with these varied opinions, supervisors 
1·ke to experiment with as many methods as possible until they find the one 
ID( st suited to their school and situation. Some preferred to use more than 
o e method plus other· supplementary material for variety. 
r.u_o 
